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In this thesis we present a strategy for reconstructing instances of District Six Architecture from 
small sets of old. uncalibrated photographs that are located in the District Six :vluseum photographic 
archive. 
Our reconstruction strategy comprises two major parts. First. we implement a geometry reconstruc-
tion framework. based on work by Debevec et al. [19961· This is used to reconstruct the geometry 
of a building given as little input as a single photograph. The approach used in this framework 
requires the user to design a basic model representing the building at hand. using a set of geometric 
primitives, and then define correspondences between the edges of this model and the edges of the 
building that are visible in the photographs. This approach is effective, as constraints inherent III 
the geometry of architectural scenes are exploited through the use of these primitives. 
The second component of the reconstruction strategy involves texturing the reconstructed models. 
To accomplish this, we use a combination of the original textures extracted from the photographs, 
and synthesized textures generated from samples of the original textures. For each face of the 
reconstructed model, the user is able to use either the original texture material. synthesized material, 
or a combination of both to create desirable results. 
Finally, to illustrate the effectiveness of our reconstruction strategy. we consider three example 
cases of District Six architecture and their reconstructions. All three examples were reconstructed 
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1.1 Problem Statement 
This thesis aims to address the problem of producing accurate. textured digital reconstructions of 
instances of District Six Architecture using the archive of photographs located at the District Six 
.\Iuseum in Cape Town, South Africa. This is particularly challenging. as the District Six area 
was demolished over thirty years ago, and no new data can be captured. As a result. solutions 
to the problems associated with using a limited supply of old. low quality material must also be 
investigated. 
The following three sections provide a brief introduction to Digital Reconstruction, Heritage Recon-
struction and District Six, after which the precise goals and aims of this project are presented. 
1.1.1 Digital Reconstruction 
Digital reconstruction of three-dimensional objects is a well studied topic in Computer Graphics. 
Its uses are extremely wide-ranging, and numerous techniques have been developed to aid in the 
reconstruction process. 
The ability to produce digital reconstructions of real-world objects is extremely valuable in many 
fields, alld imperative for the success of others. '\1ajor areas of use inelude architecture, engineering, 
medical imaging and heritage reconstruction. 
In architecture and engineering, having a digital model of an object allows one to easily visualise 
and test any modifications one might want to make to that object. In medical imaging, techniques 
such as computed tomography, that are able to produce digital models of a patient's organs, may 











CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2 
In the field of heritage reconstruction, building digital models of artifacts and architcctural scenes 
that have been destroyed is often the only means by which they can be effectiyely visualised. Digital 
reconstructions are also used in this field to aid in the preseryation of heritage artifacts that are in 
danger of being destroyed ~ although this cannot actually prevent damage to such artifacts, it does 
provide an excellent means of record keeping for historians or archaeologists. 
Given the variety of situations in which digitally reconstructed models are required. the techniques 
developed to assist in their creation, also, fall into many different cat egories. 
In situations where accurate data pertaining to the structure of the object exists, manual techniques, 
where the user controls almost every aspect of the reconstruction through the use of CAD tools, 
may be used. Where such data is unavailable, but the object still exists, three-dimensional scanning 
(or range scanning) methods are frequently applied. These include 1.ime-of-i1ight and triangulation 
laser scanners. 
Finally. where only photographic data is available, or budget constraints prohibit the use of range 
scanners. photogrammetry-based methods may be employed. These typically involve using multiple 
images. coupled with stereopsis, to recover the geometric structure of the object at hand. Al-
though point-based photogrammetric methods have been developed to solve general reconstruction 
problems, more specialised techniques, designed specifically to solve the problem of reconstructing 
architectural scenes, are available. 
One such technique is described by Debevec et al. [1996]. Here. inherent constraints in architectural 
scenes. such as parallelism and orthogonality of edges (or faces) are used to reduce the reconstruction 
problem to a simpler form. This technique forms the basis for our work on District Six architecture 
reconstruction. 
1.1.2 Heritage Reconstruction 
In the field of heritage reconstruction, techniques are required to reconstruct or model both extant 
objects. as well as those that have already been destroyed. In conjunction with this, the subsequent 
uses of, and reasons for the reconstructions vary greatly, and as a result there exist many different 
sets of requirements that may need to be satisfied. 
Reasons for reconstructing heritage sites include not only visualisation and preservation, as men-
tioned above, but also education, tourism and object interaction. Although most of these uses have 
similar requirements (e.g., high geometric detail. photo-realism and a high level of cost-efficiency), 
the order of importance of these requirements is dependent on the application at hand. For instance, 
if the reconstruction is to be used for a display in a museum. a high priority would be photo-realism. 
However. if the purpose is to assist in the rebuilding of a heritage site. then geometric detail becomes 
more important. Consequently, each situation is unique and present s its own difficlllt ies, and there 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4 
1.2.1 Geometry Reconstruction Framework 
The first goal of this project is to develop a fralllework that will allow a user to produce a three-
dimensional model of an instance of District Six architecture from some given set of photographs, 
as shown in Figures l(a) and l(b). This framework should implement and, as necessary, modify the 
photogrammetric modelling technique described by Debevec [19961. 
Ideally, the framework should be able to produce reconstructions in situations where there is only a 
single photograph available, as this is often the case when working with the District Six photographic 
archive. Furthermore. it is noted that a majority of the images in the District Six archive are 
uncalibrated (see Section2.1.3), and although the framework need not directly handle this problem, 
techniques to pre-determine the calibration parameters of the cameras should be investigated. 
As output. the framework should provide a polygonal model of the reconstructed architectural 
structure that can be textured using information extracted from the original photographs. 
1.2.2 Photo-based Texturing 
The second aim of this project is to design and implement a texturing scheme that can be used to 
texture models acquired by the geometry reconstruction framework as illustrated in Figure 1 (c). 
A primary requirement of the texturing scheme is that it use the original photographs to texture 
the model. Where only a single source photograph is available for a polygon. it should be projected 
correctly onto the model. Where multiple source images are available for a polygon, the most 
appropriate one should be selected. Finally, where no appropriate source images are available for 
a given polygon, a texture should be synthesised. based on the source material available to other 
polygons. Here, interactive techniques to achieve the most desirable results should be investigated. 
A secondary requirement of the scheme is a high level of photo-realism. Ideally, renderings of the 
textured model should be of a near-photo quality. One consideration here. is that the quality of the 
output images will be dependent on the quality of the source photographs. 
1.3 Thesis Structure 
The remainder of this thesis is broken down into six chapters. as follows: 
• Chapter 2 provides a detailed review of current digital reconstruction techniques, coupled with 
their applications in the field of heritage and architecture reconstruction. In addition to this, 
a brief survey of image-based texturing schemes and texture synthesis algorithms is presented. 










CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5 
discussion of thc associated problems are also introduced. 
• Chapter 3 provides an overview of the Geometry Reconstruction Framework. The details of 
the reconstruction algorithm used, as well as the underlying mathematics are discussed here. 
In addition to these, an overview of the User's view and functionality of the framework is 
presented. 
• Chapter 4 discusses the underlying architecture of the Geometry Reconstruction Framework, 
and a number of the more crucial implementation aspects are covered in detail. 
• Chapter 5 discusses, in detail, the photo-based texturing scheme that is used in the project, 
paying particular attention to how the problems associated with the lack of available material 
are handled. 
• Chapter 6 presents reconstructions based on photographs from the District Six archive, along 
with a critical analysis of these results. 













As mentioned in Chapter 1, constructing and rendering three-dimensional models of real-world 
objects is a crucial and widely used area of computer graphics. :\lany techniques have been developed 
to aid in the accurate reconstruction of such real-world objects and. in line with this, much effort has 
been invested in solving the problem of photo-realistic rendering of the resulting reconstructions. 
One area of study which uses many of the reconstruction and texturing techniques is that of heritage 
reconstrnct.ion. Dne to the variet.y of problems in this field, coupled with the divergent solutions 
that result. it provides an excellent proving ground for a multitude of these methods. 
The remainder of this chapter presents background information on a number of digital reconstruction 
techniques. image-based rendering and texture synthesis schemes, and architecture and heritage 
reconstruction methods. as well as a discussion of the photographic material available in the District 
Six :\Iuseum archive. 
2.1 Digital Reconstruction Techniques 
Digital reconstruction methods can most easily be divided into three groups: CAD techniques, range 
scanning and photogrammetry. Each of these has advantages and disadvantages. as well as situations 
where they are effective or ineffective. 
2.1.1 CAD-based reconstruction 
Broadly speaking, CAD (Computer Aided Design) involves using computer-based utilities to assist 
in the design of geometric structures. Today, CAD tools offer users wide-ranging functionality, from 
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consuming, the results, which can be seen in Figure 2. arc quite compelling. 
2.1.2 Range Scanning 
A range scanner, or three-dimensional scanner. is a device used to collect geometric data about a 
real-world object, that can then be used in the construction of a digital model of that object. 
Functionality 
Typically, a range scanner is used to create a point cloud (a collection of points in space) of samples 
from the surface of the object at hand. As with a regular camera. a range scanner produces an 
image. However, instead of representing chromatic intensity, each point in the image stores the 
distance (or range) from the scanner to the object surface along the vector passing through that 
point on the image-plane. Using the position of the scanner as a reference point, one can then fully 
describe the three-dimensional position in space of each point on the range image, thus yielding the 
point cloud. 
Technologies 
According to Bernardini and Rushmeier [2002], the most commonly used class of range scanner is a 
triangulation scanner. In this technique, a light source, such as a laser, projects some pattern (for 
instance a single dot) onto the surface of the object that is to be scanned. A sensor, positioned some 
distance away from the source, is then used to detect the light reflected from the object. 
The light source. sensor and the point where the light strikes the object surface now form a triangle. 
Through analysis of the location of the reflected light on the sensor's field of view. the angle at that 
corner can be determined. Combining this with the known distance between the camera and the 
source and angle at the source corner, yields the three-dimensional position of the visible point on 
the object surface. 
One intrinsic limitation of this technique is that the point that is being scanned must be clearly 
visible from both the source and sensor positions. As a result, complex, self-occluding geometry may 
be difficult or impossible to scan. Beraldin et al. [1995] further suggests that triangulation systems 
are also susceptible to problems when the object's surface has discontinuities, but that these can be 
alleviated to some extent through the usc of robust optical arrangements or multiple sensors. One 
final limitation of this method is that it is only really suitable for close-range scanning. Under the 
right circumstances, however, accuracy can be in the order of tens of micrometers. 
A second class of range scanner is the time-of-flight laser scanner, which uses laser light to acquire 
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the round trip of a pulse of lig·ht. The scanner uses a laser to emit a pulse of light, and then measures 
the time elapsed before the light is detected by a sensor on the scanner. Given the speed of light, 
and the time taken for the round trip, it is simple to compute the distance to the surface. 
The major problem associated with time-of-flight scanllers is that the accuracy of the scan depends 
on the accuracy of the time measurement. As a result, these scanners are generally not suitable for 
close range scanning, but are excellent for scanning larger object. where a high degree of accuracy 
on the fine det ails is not requireds. 
Registration 
In most cases, it is insufficient to take just a single scan of an object, since from any given viewpoint, 
some amount of geometry is obscured. The solution to this problem is to take multiple scans of 
the object, and then bring the resulting point clouds into a common reference system from which a 
complete model can finally be constructed. This process of fiuding a common frame of reference is 
known as registration. 
Some more sophisticated systems provide an initial registration by tracking the position and orien-
tation of the scanner. In others, work is currently being undertaken to develop an automatic feature 
matching technique. In the most simple systems, user-intervention is required to provide this initial 
matching. 
Regardless of what is used, the initial registration must be further refined through other techniques. 
One such technique, proposed by Besl and McKay [1992] involves using the ICP (Iterative Closest 
Point) Algorithm, which, given a reasonable starting point, can register two point clouds very quickly. 
'Where more than two sets of points exist, the ICP algorithm has been extended to incrementally 
handle multiple point clouds. Examples of such techniques include work by Bergevin et al. [1996] 
and Benjemaa and Schmitt [1997]. 
In addition to merely using the cloud points for registration of views, methods of using textural infor-
mation related to the scans in order to assist with registration have also been developed. Examples 
include the work of Roth [1999], where the textural information is used in the initial registration, 
and Gonzalez and \Voods [2003], where the textures are used to assist the user in performing a 
manual registration. 
Reconstruction 
The final stage in the range scanning process is the reconstruction of the scanned surface from 
multiple, aligned scans (also known as scan integration). The task here is to unify all of the scans 
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Bernardini and Rushmeier [2002] provide an excellent literature survey of current techniques, in 
which they are split into four categories according to the size of problem being solved. These cate-
gories are Delaunay triangulation-based, surface-based. volumetric. and deformable surface methods. 
Each of these categories is suited to slightly diffcrcut ta:;ks. 
Delaunay methods, for instance, offer a high degree of correctness. but are unsuitable for handling 
noise and are computationally exceptionally expensive. In contrast. volumetric methods arc able to 
handle massive scenes, but poor choice of voxel size may either result in loss of fine det ail (on the 
large side) or excessively large numbers of triangles (on the small side). 
Analysis 
Range scanning is a very powerful reconstruction technique. It is flexible, robust and affords the 
user the opportunity to scan arbitrary objects. Using the two technologies described above, it is 
possible to scan both very large objects (at lower levels of detail) and very small objects (with a high 
degree of accuracy). \Vork by Levoy et al. [2000], in which extremely detailed models of many of 
~lichelangelo's statues are reconstructed, is an excellent showcase of the capacity of range scanning. 
There are, however. also many drawbacks associated with this techniqne. The first of these is cost 
- good range scanning hardware is very expensive, and as a result can only be used in well funded 
projects. Second, scanning is a time consuming process, and also requires that the user have a high 
level of expertise in the field. A third problem is that this techniqne can only be used on extant 
objects. In our District Six scenario, it would be impossible to use. A final problem wit.h range 
scanning is that it is an invasive technique. A large amount of equipment and many people arc 
needed to effectively scan an object, and their presence is often unwanted and unwelcome at many 
sites. 
2.1.3 Photogrammetry 
In its broadest definition, photogralTllnetry is the science of taking reliable measurements from 
photographs. More specifically, it involves using the overlap of multiple photographs, combined 
with stereopsis (illustrated in Figure 4), to triangulate the positions of points in three-dimensional 
space. which can then be used in the reconstruction of real-world objects. 
In typical photograrnmetric schemes. it is first required that the intrinsic calibration parameters 
(e.g., focal length and principal point) of the cameras (or images) be determined. These parameters 
are used to determine the perspective projection that the camera approximates, as well as the extent 
to which it deviates from a true perspective projection. 
Given a set of well calibrated photographs, the second stage is to determine the values of free variables 
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both determine the calibration parameters and correct the distorted image coordinates. Herc, com-
pensations are made for both radial and tangential distortion. 
A furthcr example of such techniques is the work hy Zhang [2000]. which introduces another 
calibration-target based method, where a camera is required to observe a planar pattern from at 
least two positions. A closed-form solution is then used to find an initial estimate of the parameters, 
after which a non-linear refinement provides the final solution. 
There are, however, numerous problems associated with this d,",~s of solution. Thl' first, and most 
serious, being that one must be able to photograph the calibration target to be successful. Second, is 
that once the camera has been calibrated, none of the camera settings may change, as this modifies 
the intrinsic parameters. The final problem is that, although it is possible to use real-world objects 
(e.g., buildings) as the calibration target, the measurements of the object must be known exactly, 
and there must be enough visible control points. 
:VIore recently, methods have been developed to determine the calibration parameters of a camera 
from a single image, without the use of calibration targets [van den Heuvel. 1999; Cipolla et aI., 
1999; Wilczkowiak et aI., 2001]. These are extremely useful for material such as the photographs in 
the District Six archive. where none of the calibration parameters for any of the photographs are 
known. This is, however, a very difficult problem to solve, and to date no solution exists that is 
effective in every scenario. 
Despite this. some schemes do exist that make use of features present in many architectural scenes. 
van den Heuvel [1999] suggests that the intrinsic parameters of a camera can be determined from 
a single image, through the analysis of vanishing points of sets of parallel lines. In this system, 
straight lines are extracted using a line-growing algorithm and then grouped into sets of parallel 
lines. Thereafter, a two-stage algorithm is lIsed to first determine the (radial) lens distortion using 
a least squares approximation, and then calculate the principal point and focal length using the 
adjusted observations from the first stage, along with constraints of perpendicularity and parallelism 
between the sets of lines. 
In the same vein, Cipolla et al. [1999] present a method where analysis of vanishing points is used 
to determine the principal point and focal length for images of an architectural scene that are later 
used for a partial reconstruction of the scene (only visible areas are reconstructed). This method 
does not, however, account for radial distortion and assumes a known aspect ratio and orthogonality 
of the image-plane axes. 
One final example of this category of calibratioll is work by Wilczkowiak et al. [2001], which uses 
parallelepipeds that are frequently found in architectural scenes. Here. they show. and make use 
of, the duality that exists between parallelepipeds and perspective cameras. in order to determine 
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Feature Matching 
In order to use stereopsis (illustrated in Figure 4) to gain information about the locations of points 
in space that are visible across the set of photographs, it is necessary to first locate these points, 
or features. in each of the images. In general photogrammetric reconstruction this is one of the 
most challenging phases. For complex surfaces, the problem of feature matching is often too time 
consuming - and frequently too difficult - to be performed manually. In addition, currently no 
automated technique exists that is able to solve this problem for arbitrarily complex surfaces. 
However, one reasonably successful approach at general feature matching across a pair of images 
is introduced by Baumberg [2000]. This technique is able to detect some matching features corre-
sponding to the same physical point on an object across images captured from arbitrary viewpoints 
(provided, of course, that there arc features visible in both images). 
This approach works first by detecting a set nmnber of features of interest in each image. These 
features are detected in a scale-space, so that each feature has a good chance of being detected in 
both close-range and long-range images. For each of the features, affine invariants are calculated. 
These are characterisations of the feature that are less affected by local linear transformations such 
as rotation, skewing and stretching. 
The matching process in this method involves comparing two vectors of these invariants to determine 
the similarity between any two interest points. As the process is geared towards use in structure-from-
motion applications, the quantity of points is reduced to ensure that there are as few false-positives 
as possible. Although this docs provide reliable data for estimating the camera poses, it may often 
bf' insufficient for thf' reconstruction of et complex surfetcc. 
Other matching methods involve using epipolar geometry to limit the search space for corresponding 
features in a pair of images. Epipolar geometry defines the relationship between a point on one image 
and a corresponding line on another, Using this relationship, the search space for a feature detected 
in one image is limited to a single line on another. For this to be cffcctive, howevcr, thc orif'ntations 
and positions of both cameras must first Le established. Fortunately. this can be achieved Ly 
manually selecting a small set of corresponding features. after which. the rest can be automatically 
detected and matched. 
Smit [1997] implements a technique which uses this idea in deep-level gold mines in South Africa. It 
is, however, noted that the objects being photographed must contain a reasonable level of contrast 
for the feature detection and matching to work effectively. In this case. the cameras arc at a pre-
determined position and orientation, which docs simplify the process. In order to find featmes of 
interest. a Sobel interest operator is run over an image. which locettes such points by finding ch"nges 
in the intensity gradient of the image. 
When considering the reconstruction of more constrained objects - such as those commonly found 
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complcx object a feature is a single point, for a building a feature may be an entire edge of the 
building. A further benefit of considering a more constrained set of objects is that manual feature 
selection becomes more viable, and often more sensible. 
Debevec [1996], for instance, describes a method for the reconstruction of architectural scenes which 
requires the user to mark out corresponding features across the set of images that they arc using. 
Here. the user is provided with a tool to mark out the visible edges of the buildings using lines. It is 
argued that user-based feature extraction and matching is suitable for this type of process because, 
as relatively few features need to be marked, the number of false-positives in the matching stage is 
reduced, and a very high degree of accuracy can be achieved. 
Reconstruction 
Given a set of calibrated photographs, with known corresponding features, the next stage in the 
photogrammetric process is to solve for the positions and orientations of the cameras, as well as the 
positions of the features. Intrinsic to all solutions to this problem is the property of stereopsis. 
Camera C1 image-plane P Camera C2 image-plane 
PI P2 
01 
Figure 4: Stereopsis. This figure illustrates how the position in space of p can be determined by 
calculating the intersection of the line passing through 01, the perspective centre of C1 , and PI and 
the line passing through 02, the perspective centre of C2 , and P2· 
Consider Figure 4. Given the projection of a point. Pl. on the image-plane of a camera, C1 , the 
location in world coordinates of that point, say p, can lie anywhere on the line P101 that runs from 
PI and passes through the perspective centre. 01, of C1 . In other words. a single image of an object 
contains no depth information at all. If, however, there exists a point, P2, on the image-plane of a 
second camera, C2 (with perspective centre 02), that corresponds (in world coordinates) to p, then 
p must fall on the intersection of P101 and P202. Provided that the orientations and positions of 
C1 and C2 are known, it is trivial to compute the location of p (provided the lines intersect -
real-world data may require an optimization). This can. of course. be extended to usc more than 
two cameras, and when considering real-world situations this is desired as it generally gives a more 
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In the more general photogrammetric case, the parameters of the cameras arc not known. This 
is problematic, as it introduces an extra six degrees of freedom. per camera (three for translation 
and three for orientation), to the system. As a result, in an unconstrained system it is impossible 
to solve for the position of a single point given multiple views. By finding lIlany matching points 
of interest across the set of images, the system becomes implicitly constrained and solving for the 
free parameters of the cameras and points is possible. It is important to note that the number of 
parameters that must be solved for can be reduced by six (without loss of generality), by specifying 
the world coordinate system to be the reference frame of one camera. 
vVith a large number of feature matches, the system docs become sufficiently constrained for the 
parameters to be solved for, however, this is still a difficult task. Consider a situation with 100 
features marked over three images, the result is over 300 variables that must be calculated. There 
arc currently no solutions that are able to analytically solve for this number of variables, and as a 
result approximation techniques arc most commonly used. 
Pk 
Camera C i image-plane 
Pik 
Ci = (Pi, /'1/1;) 
Figure 5: Camera projection. This figure illustrates how a point in space (pd is projected onto the 
image-plane of a camera (Ci ), and how the error between the projected point and an observed point 
(D(Cik,Pik)) can be measured. 
Consider a camera, Ci, with a projection transformation matrix. Pi, and a camera transformation 
matrix. Ali, and a point in space, Pk (as illustrated in Figure 5). The coordinates of Pk, projected 
onto the image-plane of Ci, can be computed as Pik = Pi1\liPk. Further. let Cik denote the observed 
position on the image-plane of C i of the point in space Pk. One can then solve for the free parameters 
(Ali and pd by minimizing the objective function 0 = LiLkD(Cik'Pik)2, where D(a,b) is the 
Euclidean distance between a and b. It should be noted that this objective function is highly non-
linear, and t.herefore suffers from t.he problem of local minima. This process of optimizing both the 
coordinates and orientations of the cameras and the coordinates of the features of interest is known, 
quite aptly, as a bundle adjustment. 
This problem is presented in the above formulation for simplicity and clarity. but numerous alter-
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excellent survey of current bundle adjustment methods. Although in the above problem statement, 
each observation accounts for three parameters, it is possible to generalise the solution to optimize 
a parametrised model as opposed to a set of points (note that the parametrised model may, in fact, 
be a set of points). In this way, it is possible to greatly reduce the degrees of freedom if extra 
information is known about the object that is being reconstructed. In addition to this, there are 
numerous ways to model the error that must be minimised. Triggs et al. [2000] suggest non-linear 
least squares, robustified least squares, intensity-ba..~ed methods and implicit models as good options 
for defining an error metric. These two factors afford th" hundle adjustment solutions a high degree 
of flexibility. 
Once a model and error metric have been decided upon, the parameters of the model must be 
optimized by minimizing the error function. There are currently many numerical optimization tech-
niques available for this. Gill and Murray [1981]' ;-\ocedal and 'Wright [1999] and Fletcher [1987] 
provide in depth discussions and analyses of these methods. Some of the more commonly used meth-
ods are presented in Triggs et al. [2000] and these inelude techniques such as :\'ewton's method, the 
Levenberg-Marquardt methods, the Gauss-:"Jewton method and least squares optimization. Where 
it is necessary to minimize a function, subject to a set of constraints, Triggs et al. [2000] proposes 
using sequential quadratic programming. 
[Shan et al., 2001] is one example of a bundle adjustment applied to photogrammetry, where, instead 
of their model parameters comprising a set of isolated points. they use a surface that is parametrised 
by relatively few variables. This is applied to the photogrammetric reconstruction of human faces, 
which are later textured from the original image. A comparison between using a parametrised 
surface and using a point-set model is drawn, and the success of the model-based parametrisation 
elearly illustrates the importance of structuring the problem so as to minimize the number of free 
parameters. 
A further example is detailed in the work of Fitzgibbon and Zisserman [1998]. where a structure 
from motion technique is implemented that uses a bundle adjustment to solve for the scene structure 
as well as the motion of a camera undergoing movement. Important here is that this technique is 
able to handle image sequences from an unknown camera undergoing unknown movement. 
Analysis 
\Vhen considering the reconstruction of real-world objects, current photogrammetry techniques pro-
vide a cost-effective alternative to range scanning. Although not as robust or flexible as many range 
scanning approaches, methods have been developed to handle many of the more common situations. 
Given the savings in both money and time that photogrammetry call afford, it is certainly a viable 
alternative to range scanning in many situations. 
Even setting the cost issue aside, photogrammetry does have some decided advantages over range 
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fiexibility and robustness, photogramrnetric techniques arc more applicable in certain circumstances. 
~'here range scanning often requires the presence of a lot of equipment and a significant amount 
of time, data for the photogrammetric techniques can be acquired in a few minutes with a small, 
hand-held camera. As a result photogrammetry is far less invasive and preferable in situations where 
the presence of a researcher might disrupt the local community. 
In addition to this, when reconstructing objects that have been destroyed (as we will be doing 
with District Six architecture), range scanning techniques cannot be used. In this situation, again, 
photogrammetry becomes the most feasible option (provided. of course, that photographic records 
remain). 
2.2 Photo-based Texturing and Rendering 
Although it is possible to visualise a reconstructed model quite effectively by silIlply rendering it in 
a single colour with a reasonable lighting model, texturing can add a great amount of detail, thus 
improving the quality and realism of the rendering. Where actual photographs of the object arc 
available, it is preferable to use these as the source of the textures. Provided all of the parameters 
of a photograph of the modelled object are known, it is possible to extract, for any point on the 
surface of the model, the texture coordinates for the photograph. This can be achieved through the 
use of project.ive texture mapping, a technique first introduced by Segal et al. [1992]. 
In situations where there are many photographs of the object, it may also be necessary to blend 
multiple views of a point on the surface of the object to give a final colour. FurtherlIlore, depending 
on the viewpoint from which the model is being rendered, different weightings should be given to 
the input photographs (based on proximity to the synthetic viewpoint). 
Debevec et al. [1998] describe an image-based texturing technique that implements a view-dependent 
texturing scheme able to handle multiple views of the reconstructed object. Only really effective 
when all the images of the object arc taken under the same lighting conditions, this scheme blends 
the relevant images together, weighting them by how closely their view point matches the synthetic 
onC'. This approach also includes it holC' filling strategy, where any polygons that are invisible from 
all cameras get assigned colour based on their neighbouring polygons. Although effective for minor 
holes, this is not ideal when, for instance, the texture of an entire face of a building is unknown. 
One further example of photo-based texturing is the work of Oh et al. [2001]. Here, a single image is 
taken as input and then modified by the user to produce new views of the captured scene. Although a 
three-dimensional model is not explicitly computed, the scene can be rendered from novel viewpoints, 
provided they do not vary too greatly from the original. A number of tools (such as copying with 
re-projection that is distortion free) arc provided to assist the user in texturing areas of the new 
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generate textures of similar quality. Key features of this procedure are the speed of the algorithm, 
and the guaranteed tileability of the generated textures. 
The second class of texture synthesis algorithms involves the use of procedural methods to generate 
entircly new textures (an example of which is shown in Figure 6(b)). The underlying idea behind all 
methods in this class is having a procedure that takes, as input. a small set of simple parameters, and 
returns a complex output that is determined by the input parameters. Perhaps the most well known 
image synthesis technique in this category is Perlin noise [Perlin, 1985]. This method functions 
hy generating a number of noise fields, each with different frequencies and amplitudes, and then 
adding them together to produce a final pattern. The result is a texture with a "random" high level 
structure (governed by the low frequency noise), that still has perturbations on a much smaller scale 
(produced by the high frequency noise). 
This type of strategy is often used to generate entirely synthetic. yet still realistic looking textures. 
In situations where one has no access to sample material, one wants to generate textures that do 
not exist anywhere, or when memory is limited and numerous samples cannot be stored, these 
techniques can be very useful. Perlin noise has been successfully used in generating wood- and 
marble-like textures as well as water- or sky-like patterns [Perlin, 1985]. 
2.4 Heritage Reconstruction 
As mentioned previously, Heritage Reconstruction is one of the major application areas for three-
dimensional reconstruction techniques. The preservation of our cultural heritage has always been 
an important goal of society, and advances in computer graphics and modelling over recent years 
have provided many new avenues for realising this [Berndt and Carlos, 2000]. 
Organisations such as museums have a definite interest ill digital reconstructions of heritage artifacts, 
as virtual exhibits augment physical displays in ways that make them far more attractive to visitors. 
Historians, archaeologists and artists are also able to make use of digital reconstructions, both in 
terms of preservation and when answering questions about objects that they study. For example, 
digital reconstructions offer r(;s(;<1rchers insight into quC'stions about the creation and proportions of 
statues that they would otherwise not be able to answer [Berndt and Carlos, 2000]. 
In line with this demand, researchers have developed many techniques to facilitate the reconstruction 
of heritage sites and artifacts. Due to the divergent scenarios, however, no one technique is able 
to solve all of the problems. Where, for instanee, smaller objects are being reconstructed, it is 
important to create highly detailed models. V\'here. alternatively, the subject of reconstruction is a 
larger scene, the problem of a high level of detail becomes eclipsed by that of modelling a massive 
scene. The material available for the reconstruction (Does the object still exist? Do we have access 
to it? Are there accurate measurements available?) and the requirements of the reconstruction 
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and positions ofthe features of interest. Although results from this project are good. with the metric 
image set being used to create a point cloud of over 170.000 points. it is not an ideal approach for 
all situations. V\There the structure being reconstructed is very regular, a point cloud is not an ideal 
representation, as the geometry can be modelled more accurately as a set of fiat surfaces and regular 
curves, and a more constrained optimization technique should thus be used. 
The above methods each make use of only a single reconstruction technique. however, in some cases 
a hybrid is employed for optimal results. One instance of this is detailed by El-Hakim et al. [2004], 
where both photogrammetry and range scanning are employed in their solutions. Their project is 
aimed at the reconstruction of human-made objects, where the structure is well constrained, and as 
a result uses a photogrammetry-based solution to determine basic shape. In a few select areas, where 
a high level of geometric detail is required, it is proposed that a range scanning technique should 
be used. This technique is extremely effective when used to reconstruct instances of architectural 
heritage, and was showcased through the modelling of the Abbey of Pomposa in Italy. 
Finally. examples of heritage reconstruction also include work by Streilein and :'\ierderost [1998], 
Buehrer et al. [1999] and Bemldin et al. [2002]. The first describes the reconstruction of the Disentis 
monastery in Switzerland that was performed through the analysis of still video imagery, the second 
outlines the use of photogrammetry-based techniques to assist in the reconstruction of a rock-hewn 
church in Ethiopia and the third documents the reconstruction of a Byzantine crypt that was achieved 
through the use of laser scanning and high-resolution textural information. 
2.5 Architecture Reconstruction Techniques 
Although there is a degree of overlap between the reconstruction of heritage sites and that of archi-
tectural scenes, it is worth paying special attention to the latter, for two reasons. First, the focus of 
this project lies in the reconstruction of architectural scenes and second. the constraints inherent in 
most architecture have resulted in a number of interesting solutions. 
One example of such an architectural reconstruction scheme is the work by Vosselman and Dijkman 
[2001]' which describes a technique that constructs three-dimensional models of buildings using 
aerial point clouds and ground maps. Given a dense point cloud of an urban area, taken from a 
high altitude, this technique is able to reconstruct the buildings represented by that point cloud. To 
extract polygonal information from the point cloud, a three-dimensional variant of the well known 
Hough transform [Parker, 1996] is used. The parameters of the polygons are then determined using 
a least squares estimation, after which they are combined with the assistance of the ground plan to 
form a final model. 
A number of photogrammetric methods have also been developed that are able exploit the constraints 
inherent in architectural scenes. Essentially, assumptions are made about the coplanarity of points 
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One teehnique that makes use of such constraints is presented by van den Heuvel [2001], where a 
line-photogrammetric approach is used to model architectural objects from a single, uncalibrated 
photograph. This met hod first determines the intrinsic parameters of the camera, after which a 
least squares bundle adjustment is used to determine the model parameters. The results of this 
technique are illustrated through the partial reconstruction of a building from a single image of the 
:'leydenbauer archives. 
Two further photogrammetry-based techniques are described by Dick et al. [2000] and Dick et al. 
[2004]. The first technique automatically models architectural scenes from a small number of pho-
tographs. and is able to solve for the focal length of each image used. Again, this uses constraints 
inherent in architecture such as perpendicularity and verticality. Also introduced is a technique for 
evaluating the likelihood of a reconstructed model. which allows a rapid search through many such 
models to find the optimal one. 
The second method processes multiple images of an architectural scene and. from those, produces 
a three-dimensional model of the scene, while identifying some architectural components. This 
system models a scene as a collection of walls, where each wall is a rectangle and contains a number 
of volumetric primitives that correspond to architectural features such as doors or windows. A 
probabilistic framework is then used to construct the model in terms of these primitives and extract 
identification information from the images. 
One final technique, called photogrammet.ric modelling. is described by Debevec et al. [1996]. In this 
user-interactive method, a model that represents the scene is built using any number of parametrised 
primitives. Correspondences between the model and the images are then defiued by the user, after 
which the parameters of both the models and all of the images used in the reconstruction are solved 
for. Through this modelling technique, constraints such as parallelism, orthogonality, coplanarity 
and symmetry are implicitly exploited. ·With such a highly constrained model. it is often possible 
to accurately reconstruct a building from only a single image. Furthermore, through the constraints 
afforded by the use of geometric primitives, a priori information can be used to accurately model 
geometry that is not visible in any of the photographs. 
Given the robustness and flexibility of photogrammetric modelling, it was decided that our recon-
struction framework would be based on it. Although there are newer methods, that provide a greater 
degree of automation, the speed of use was not a major concern. :'lore important was the accurate 
reconstruction of the architecture and the ability to do this using the limited available material. It 
was also noted that a number of other techniques are also able to solve the problem of calibration. 
However, this problem can be - and often is - solved independently of the reconstruction, and 
should therefore not affect the decision of which reconstruction framework to use. Finally, the aim 
of the project was to design an application that could produce full three-dimensional models of 
buildings. Where photogrammetric modelling is able to do so through the use of symmetry and the 
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2.6 District Six Photographic Material 
Located at the District Six Museum is an archive of photographs comprising many hundreds of 
pictures of District Six (some of which are illustrated in Figure 8). taken before or during the time 
when the area was destroyed. As a result, the photographs are all old. with even the most recent 
examples having been taken over thirty years ago. Furthermore, at the time, the images were not 
intended to act as an accurate photographic record of the architecture. and were thus not taken with 
this goal in mind. 
As a result, when considering the reconstruction of architecture. there are many problems associated 
with this archive. These include: 
• Finding sets of matching photographs. One of the more difficult problems is that of 
finding a set of photographs of a given building. Because there are so many images in the 
archive, and much of the architecture from the time looks so similar, the task of finding 
two photographs of anyone building is both difficult and labour intensive. Furthermore, the 
photographs are not arranged in the archive according to which building they capture, but 
rather by other criteria such as who the photographer is, or when they were captured. This 
makes the already difficult task of locating sets of images even more laborious. Given this, it 
may, at times, be necessary to produce a reconstruction from only a single picture. 
• The time period over which the photographs were taken. As the images were captured 
over a period of decades, they have a number of problems associated with them. First, the 
quality of photograph varies greatly. Using images of poor quality can only worsen the resulting 
reconstructions. Unfortunately, however, one often has no choice but to use those images. 
Second, if two photographs of a building were taken many years apart. changes may have 
occurred to the building in the intervening years. As some of the pictures were taken during 
the demolition of the area, this becomes a significant issue. 
• Insufficient meta-data. A majority of the photographs in the archive are accompanied by 
little or no additional information. This includes a lack of information about subject matter, 
the camera used to take the picture and the date when the picture was taken. This only 
exacerbates the problems already associated with this archive. 
• Different chromatic schemes. Most of the photographs were taken in greyscale. However. 
a number were also captured in colour or sepia. This presents problems when texturing the 
reconstructed buildings, as it is difficult to combine these schemes in a visually appealing way. 
Although converting all images to greyscale is one solution. it does result in the loss of data, 
and this is not necessarily ideal. 
• The digitization process. All of the images in the archive were taken before the age of 
digital cameras. In order to use any image for the purpose of reconstrnction, it must first be 
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The Reeonstruction Framework is the most important aspect of the District Six Virtual Reconstruc-
tion (DSVR) project. It is through the use of this component that it is possible to reconstruct 
models of District Six architectural scenes. The parameters of the corresponding camera views are 
also calculated, which allows for the extraction of textures at a later stage. The Reconstruction 
Framework implements our interpretation of the photogrammetric modelling technique described by 
Debevec et a1. [1996]. 
The remainder of this chapter focuses first 011 the l:ser's View. and then on the architecture of 
the framework. Topies discussed here inelude importing and calibrating photographs, modelling of 
scenes. drawing correspondences between the geometry and the photographs, and optimizing models. 
3.1 The Model 
Before continuing, it is necessary to describe, briefly, how any scene undergoing reconstruction is 
modelled. A scene - or model - comprises two principal components. The first is a collection of 
geometry and the second is a set of cameras. Both the geometry and the cameras arc defined by a 
set of parameters and the model is, therefore, parametrised. 
While the number of parameters introduced by the geometry is highly variable (depending on the 
constraints in place), each camera is modelled by six parameters. The first three determine the 
position in space of the camera, and the remaining three, its orientation. The field of view and 
image-plane size are static for each camera. As a result, every camera defines both a reference frame 
and a perspective projection. 
Constraints can be definpd both by restricting the frl'l'dom of 1 hl' geoml'try and by defining rela-
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be optimized by minimizing the extent to which relationships defined between the geometry and 
camera parameters arc violated. 
3.2 The User's View 
From the perspective of the user, the functionality of the framework can be partitioned into six 
actions. A brief description of each of these actions follows. and their usc is illustrated by the 
accompanying flowchart in Figure 9. The underlying architecture behind each user interaction is 
then fully discussed in one of the subsequent sections. These actions arc: 
• Calibrating and Importing Photographs. Before any photograph can be used in the 
reconstruction framework, its calibration parameters (as discussed in Chapter 2) must be 
determined. Once these parameters have been calculated for all the photographs that will be 
used, they can then be imported into the system. 
• Geometric Primitive Design. A tool has been created for the user to design any number of 
geometric primitives for usc in the modelling process. It is important to note that once such a 
primitive has been created, it can be used in all subsequent reconstructions. As the primitive 
design forms an important part of the modelling process. it is discuosed in detail under the 
section on modelling. 
• Modelling. Using the set of pre-designed primitives, the user then builds a rough model 
of the architectural scene. It is not essential that the model have the same proportions as 
the actual scene, only that it is constructed from equivalent geometric primitives. It is while 
modelling that the user is able to add constraints to the system. 
• Defining Image-Model Correspondences. Once at least a partial model has been de-
signed, and a single photograph imported, the user is able to define image-model correspon-
dences. These correspondences link user-marked edges (or observations) to edges in the model 
geometry, forming the basis for the objective function that is used to optimize the model. 
• Optimizing the model. Again, once a partial model has been designed, and a single pho-
tograph imported, the user may instruct the system to optimize the model and camera pa-
rameters. As the non-linear optimization requires a longer time to run, the user can choose 
to use only the faster initial optimization for temporary results. It should be noted that if an 
under-constrained model is optimized, the results will be meaningless. 
• Texturing and Rendering. Once satisfied with the model, the user may save it to file. 
Before the final, textnrC'd model can b(' display('d, t h(' llser npeds to construct a synthetic 
texture for each face that does not appear in a photograph. Once this has been completed, 
the final. textured model can now be rendered. Although the texturing and rendering docs 
not form part of the reconstruction framework, it is an essential part of the user's view and, 
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Importing Photographs 
Geometric Primitive Design Modelling Geometry 
Optimizing the Model Adding Constraints 
Texturing and Rendering 
Figure 9: A flowchart describing the operations available to the user in the reconstruction framework. 
Although most logically used in the above order, the first five of these actions can be performed 
several times, at any stage before the texturing and rendering is performed. This is important as it 
allows the user to add additional constraints depending on the success of the optimization, and also 
augment a semi-complete model with additional photographic material. 
During the reconstruction phase, the user is presented with three windows. The first window is 
the :Vlodelling 'Window, in which the current geometric model is displayed. Using this window 
the user can add primitives to the model, and select model edges for defilling the image-model 
correspondences. The second window is the Primitive Construction \'lindow, which assists the user 
in creating new geometric primitives. The final window is the Image \Vindow, used for importing and 
displaying images, and for selecting image edges when defining the image-model correspondences. 
3.3 Calibrating and Importing Photographs 
As previously mentioned, before a photograph is used in the reconstruction framework, its calibration 
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be imported into the system, and used to defiue image-model correspondences as well as aid in the 
design of the model. 
3.3.1 Photograph Calibration 
As was made clear in Chapter 2, the available photographic material is generally of very poor 
quality, and entirely uncalibrated. In order to be effectively used in the reconstruction framework, it 
is necessary to determine the calibration parameters of the cameras used to take these photographs. 
Depending on the quality of the reconstruction the user hopes to achieve, different levels of calibration 
accuracy are required. 
The absolute minimum requirements for any photograph are good estimations of the focal length 
and pixel size. The focal length is equivalent to the "zoom", or field of vision, of the camera. An 
incorrect focal length will result in distances along the z axis - observed as changes on the x or y 
axes - being calculated incorrectly, and this will result in an incorrect reconstruction. The pixel 
size is required as this is effectively the unit of measurement for the focal length, and is used in 
determining the field of view for the image. In general. however. as the reconstruction framework 
requires a field of view (rather than a focal length), an arbitrary pixel size can be assumed, and the 
focal length calculated relative to this. 
Also of importance is an estimation of the principal point. This is necessary as all features on the 
image are marked out relative to this point. If the principal point is incorrect, so, too, are the 
positions of these features. Generally, the principal point can be assumed to be very near the centre 
of the image - and the reconstruction framework makes this assumption. However, in cases where 
extreme cropping has occurred it is important that the user compute the actual position of the 
principal point, and re-centre the photograph on a larger image. so that the principal point again 
lies in the centre. 
The reconstruction framework also assumes that the aspect ratio between the pixel sizes along x 
and y axes for all images is 1 (i.e., all images have square pixels). For a majority of photographs 
this is the case, and the user need not worry. However. where this is not the case, the result will be 
incorrect scaling between measurements made on the x and y axes, which will ad\'ersoly affect the 
reconstruction. The user should always re-scale such an image before importing it, to ensure that 
this aspect ratio is correct. 
Finally, as the photographs were taken with older optical equipment. there is often a non-trivial 
amount of radial lens distortion. In the ideal case, this should be compensated for using some pre-
processing techniques; however, if this is not possible the impact will not be as damaging as that of 
the other calibration problems, and will primarily be noticed in the form of minor reconstruction or 
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Our Calibration Approach 
For our example reeonstruetions, we eleeted to determine only the focal length of the cameras. This 
was possible, as when scanning in the original images, careful attention was paid to ensuring that 
a minimal amount of cropping occurred (leaving the principal point for each image in its centre). 
FllrthC'fmorr. thr results were sufficiently convincing that it was not deemed necessary to remove 
the radial distortion present in the images. 
Computing an estimate of the focal length of an image becomes simple. provided at least one cuboid 
can be seen in the image. As discussed in Chapter 2, ~Tilczkowiak et al. [2001] show the duality 
between the intrinsic parameters of a camera and a parallelepiped. In fact, they argue that only 
when the calibration parameters of a camera are correct, will a parallelepiped in space match one 
that has been observed in the image. 
Using this property, by repeatedly modelling (and optimizing) a single cuboid in an image, while 
varying the assumed focal length, a good estimate of the correct focal length can be obtained. 
Essentially, the focal length, for which the measured error is minimal after optimization of the 
model. is the most accurate estimate of the correct focal length. 
3.3.2 Importing Photographs 
Having determined the necessary calibration parameters for all of the photographs. the user is able 
to import them into the reconstruction framework using the Image \Vindow. \Vhen importing an 
image. the user must enter the field of view along the y axis for the photograph, along with values 
for the translation and rotation (in Euler angles) of the camera. These need not be accurate, and 
can be changed at any time. We elect to input the field of view for the camera instead of the focal 
length, as this measurement is independent of pixel size; it simply describes the relationship between 
focal length and pixel size, and can be used later when normalizing the images (see Chapter 4). 
It should be noted, that importing a photograph into the framework is equivalent to adding an addi-
tional ··camera" to the model. As a result each photograph increases the number of free parameters 
in the model by six, but can also be used to define many constraints. In general. good results can 
be obtained with as few as two cameras, as illustrated in Figure 29 . 
3.4 Modelling 
In our system, the geometry of a scene is modelled as a collection of parametrised geometric primi-
tives. In order for this to be successful, each primitive must correspond to an equivalent primitive in 
the real scene. Relationships are defined between primitives in order to reduce the number of param-
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relationships between primitives that will reduce this number of parameters. 
Six of the nine parameters for each primitive are used to describe that primitive's translation and 
orientation in space (represented by a translation vector, t, and a rotation matrix, R). As a result, 
each primitive could be said to define its own frame of reference. In this modelling system, in order to 
reduce the number of free parameters, a hierarchical (tree-like) structure is used when describing the 
geometry. In this way, each primitive in the system defines its own frame of reference relative to that 
of its parent. Finally, the root primitive (which has no parent. at. all) defines the world coordinate 
system. This is a typical scene graph structure, widely used throughout computer graphics [Leier 
and :\Ierry, 1996: Wernecke, 1994]. 
Consider a scene such as shown in l1(a).Let Ri be the rotation matrix. t; the translation vector and 
d; the dimension vector (representing width, height and depth) of the ith primitive, Pi. Furthermore, 
let 9i(Ri , til represent the rigid transformation from the reference frame of Pi to that of its parent. 
In this way the world coordinates of a vertex, Vm W (dm ), of the m tIL primitive, Pm, can be computed 
as: 
(1) 
Following this same line of reasoning, the world orientation of a line segment, lm(dm ), of Pm can be 
computed as: 
(2) 
In most cases, the relationship between a primitive and its parent is, at least partially, known. It is 
very often the case that there is either no rotation at all. or a fixed rotation of 90 degrees around only 
one axis. Almost as frequently, the translations of a primitive are either zero or directly dependant 
on the dimensions of that primitive and its parent. In addition to this, some of the dimensions of 
one primitive can often be described in terms of those of a number of other primitives. 
Being able to enforce constraints such as these is essential in reducing the number of free parameters 
that must be solved ~ an important feature, discussed fully in Section 3.4.4. In order to facilitate 
this. a number of options have been provided. By default. all parameters of all primitives are 
unconstrained. However, this may be altered in two ways. First, the user may fix the value of 
any parameter to a constant value. This option is most frequent Iy used when defining the rotations 
between two primitives. The second option allows the user to set any scalar parameter of a primitive 
(i.e., elements in di or t·i ) as a function of any other scalar parameters in the system. This feature 
allows the user to specify symmetry between primitives and can greatly assist in the reconstruction 
of invisible geometry. 
3.4.3 Building a Model 
Building a model in the reconstruction framework is a relatively simple procedure. and comprises 
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already been discussed. The second and third steps are: adding primitives to the scene and setting 
constraints on the geometry, and are discussed in detail here. 
Adding Primitives 
\Vhen adding the first primitive to the scene, the user implicitly defines the world coordinate system. 
This is because any rotation or translation of this first block is equivalent to an inverse rotation or 
translation ofthe rest ofthe scene (including cameras). As a result. for the first block no translation 
need be defined by the user. Similarly, in order to fix t he scale of the scene. the user is required to 
specify the value for anyone of the dimensions of the first primitive. If this were not the case, there 
would exist infinitely many solutions, each equally correct, and varying from the others only by a 
scale factor, and this would harm the robustness of the system,. 
For all other primitives, the user must first select a parent. primitive and then, once the new primitive 
has been chosen from those available, define a relationship between the new primitive and its parent. 
At this stage, the user may also specify initial values for any free parameters, as well as define initial 
constraints on the new primitive. 
Setting Constraints 
At any stage during the modelling process, the user may specify constraints on the geometry. This is 
done either through setting parameters of primitives to com;tant values. or by defining a parameter 
as a function of a number of other parameters. To perform these actions, the user selects the 
primitive of which they want to constrain a parameter, and then enters either a constant value or 
an expression in terms of other parameters into a dialogue box. Cyclical constraints (i.e., where 
parameter A references parameter E, and E references A) are not permitted in this model. 
It is these relationships which result in a reduced number of free parameters in the model, and it is 
therefore preferable that as many as possible are added to the system. 
3.4.4 Motivation 
\Vhile this modelling strategy does have some limitations (see Section 7.2 for details), the motivation 
for using it is twofold. First, there are reasons why it is sensible for architectural scenes in general 
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Architectural Scenes 
:vIodelling an architectural scene using geometric primitives has a number of advantages over other 
schemes that use points, line segments, or polygons [Debevec et at., 1996]. and these are summarised 
as follows: 
• The similarity to architectural structures. :"Iany architectural structures can be approx-
imated very closely by a set of geometric primitives. 
• The constraints implicit in primitives. Thc geometric primitives used in this system 
contain parallel and orthogonal lines. Since the primitives are polygonal, they also constrain 
sets of points to be coplanar. This is important as these constraints also exist in architectural 
scenes and should be maximally exploited. 
• More manageable modelling. Using geometric primitives as opposed to individual poly-
gons or line segments results in a far simpler modelling process. and this greatly reduces the 
modelling time and improves usability. 
• The simplicity of extracting surface and connectivity information. Extracting both 
surface and polygon connectivity information from a model comprising a collection of geometric 
primitives is trivial, and this presents a decided advantage over systems which represent the 
geometry using points, lines and polygons as in these cases heuristic methods must often be 
used to solve this problem. 
• The reduced number of free parameters. The most important advantage of modelling 
the geometry in terms of primitives and relationships is the massive reduction in the number 
of parameters that must be solved. If a line-modelling approach is used, each line in the model 
adds an additional 6 parameters. Every primitive contains at least six lines, but adds at most 
9 parameters to the system. Where the relationships between primitives are well defined, even 
fewer parameters are needed - this can be seen in the example discussed in Section 3.7, where 
only 19 free parameters were used over the entire model, The result of this is that the system 
needs only a few correspondences to arrive at a robust solution. 
District Six Scenario 
Given the problems associated with material in the District Six photographic archive, this modelling 
technique offers a number of advantages specific to this type of situation: 
• The ability to reconstruct objects from only a single image. Due to the constraints 
afforded by this primitive-based modelling system, it is often possible to reconstruct an archi-
tectural scene from only a single image. This is useful as it is often the case that only a single 
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• The ability to model hidden architecture. Often, when working with examples of which 
only a few photographs exist, thcre is a fair amount of geometry that is hidden from all views. 
In line- or point-based techniques, it is extremely difficult to model this geometry correctly. 
However. using the geometric primitives and constraints of symmetry, additional knowledge 
that the user may have about the scene can be exploited to accurately defille hiddell geometry . 
• A high tolerance of image error. Given that the geometric models built using this system 
arc well constrained, a high degree of image error (as is often found in the photographs in the 
District Six archive), although still likely to introduce error into the modeL is far less likely to 
distort it as badly as in less constrained systems. 
3.5 Image Correspondences 
In order to be able to measure the accuracy of the model (in terms of both the geometry and the 
cameras) correspondences between the images and the geometr~· must be' define'd. In this frame'-
work, line-based correspondences are used. In other words. edges of the real world object that are 
observed in the photographs are matched to edges of the modeL vVhen observed edges from different 
photographs are linked to the same model edge, the result is an implicit feature match. The task of 
ddining these' correspondences is separatpd into two actions: marking out edge features, and linking 
observed edges to geometry edges. 
3.5.1 Marking Edge Features 
The process of marking out the edge features for defining image-model correspondences is left as a 
user-interactive task. A tool is provided that allows the user to mark out edges of the object on each 
of the images. As it is not the end-points of the observed line segments that matter, but rather the 
gradient and position, the user is only required to mark out a short segment of eaeh line. Longer 
segments do improve the accuracy of the observation, but where edges are obscured from vision 
by external features such as trees, or additional geometry. being able to use partial observations is 
extremely usefuL 
3.5.2 Adding Correspondences 
Adding correspondences between user-defined image ohservations and model edges is a very straight-
forward procedure. A picking tool both for selecting observed edges and for selecting model edges 
is available. The user is simply required to select one of each, and then usc the appropriate menu 
option to add a correspondence. Although a greater number of correspondences does result in a 
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often the change in accuracy is marginal. In accordance with this. the user should rather select 
fewer. more accurate observations than a large number of poor - or "short" - line segments. 
3.5.3 Motivation 
There are numerous benefits associated with using both lille-based features and manual feature 
extraction. Using line-based features is a suitable strategy in this application, as it affords a much 
higher degree of accuracy than point-based features would. Trying to visually determine the exact 
pixel on which a vertex of the object lies is ofteIl very difficult and would result in the introduction 
of unnecessary error into the system. Visually. it is far easier to determine whether the position of 
a line segment is correct, and as a result this is a more stable approach. In addition, using vertices 
would require that they be visible in the images, whereas the line-based approach allows the user to 
mark out only small segments of the object edge. 
Although a number of automated strategies do exist for detecting lines (such as those based on the 
well known Hough transform [Parker, 1996]), none is as good as the human visual system. In this 
system, only lines that form edges of the structure should be used. and lines introduced by shadows, 
features or changes in building material and texture can be very misleading to an automated system. 
Furthermore, as it requires additional knowledge to determine what makes a "good" feature, manual 
detection will generally achieve better results. 
Requiring the user to define t.he image-model correspondences implicitly solves the problem of feature 
matching (edges in separate images matched to the same model edge are an implicit feature match). 
Although, again, there are automated techniques available for solving the matching problem (as 
discussed in Chapter 2), none is guaranteed to be error free. Furthermore, having to match the 
features both to the geometry and to other features makes this problem more difficult to solve. 
Finally, with respect to the material available in the District Six photographic archive, the aforemen-
tioned problems are exacerbated. Where the image quality is poor both line detection and feature 
matching become more difficult, and in order to maintain a high degree of accuracy while performing 
these tasks, a user-interactive technique is most suitable. 
3.6 Optimization 
At any point during the modelling phase, provided there is some geometry, at least one image, and 
a sufficient number of correspondences, the llser may elect to optimize the model. Essentially, this 
involves manipulating the free parameters of the model. until the geometry and cameras in the system 
conform to the observations. The optimization strategy, introduced by Taylor and Kriegman [1995], 
is performed in two stages. First, an initial estimate for all of the parameters is computed using a 
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compute the final values for each of the parameters. Both optimizations use a multivariate variant 
of Xewton's method [;-.Jocedal and Wright, 1999] to step iteratively closer to an optimal solution. 
Xewton's method, the error metric used to measure the conformity of the model, and the underlying 
mathematics of both optimizations are discussed in detail in the following four sections. 
3.6.1 Multivariate Newton's Method 
Xewton's method is an efficient, gradient-based. iterative algorithm for finding approximations of the 
roots of a real-based function. In this application, however. a variant of Xewton's method suggested 
by Taylor and Kriegman [1995] is used, where, instead of calculating the roots, the intention is to find 
local (ideally global) minima of the function. In addition to this, a multivariate function is under 
consideration, and therefore a generalised :"Jewton's Optimization method [Xocedal and Wright, 
1999] is employed. Finally, since some of the free parameters are the rotation matrices of the cameras 
and primitives, in each iteration a local parametrisation of these rotation matrices, introduced by 
Taylor and Kriegman [1994], is performed to preserve the properties of these parameters. The details 
of this optimization strategy are presented below. 
Multivariate Optimization 
Consider a differentiable. real-valued function, f(x). Given some arbitrary approximation of a root 
of f(x), Xn, the :\ewton's method iterative step to reach a better approximation for that root is 
defined as 
Given a reasonable initial estimate, Xo, this algorithm converges to a solution in very few steps. 
In order to find a (local or global) minimuHl point of f(x), we need only compute the corresponding 
root of f'(x). Following this reasoning, given some arbitrary approximation of a minimum of f(x), 
x~. the Xewton's method iterative step to reach a better approximation of that minimum is defined 
as 
(3) 
As with the root finding approximation, very few steps are required for convergence; however, when 
trying to minimize non-linear functions, it is essential to have a good initial estimate to prevent the 
solution converging to a local minimum. 
Finall~', consider a differentiable, real-valued fnnction with m parameters. f(x). Given an arbitrary 
approximation of any minimum point of f(x), x n , we can generalise equation (3) to yield the 
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Where V f(x) is the vector of all first order partial derivatives of f(x) and H (known as the Hessian 
matrix) is the m by m matrix of all second order partial derivatives of f(x). 
As calculating H- I is a very slow process, equation (4) is often posed as a system of linear equations 
to which a solution can be found very rapidly using a linear solver. such as that available in the 
G.'VU Scientific Library [GSLDocs, 2007]. 
Minimization on the Lie Group SO(3) 
Optimizations over the set of rigid rotations, SO(3) = {R E R 3x3 : RT R = I. det(R) = I} are 
problematic, as in most numerical optimization paradigms the free parameters are assumed to lie in 
a vector space isomorphic to Rn. The Lie group, SO(3) is not. however. isomorphic to 8.3 and as a 
result global parametrisations (such as Euler angles) will always exhibit anomalies at some points 
in the parameter space [Taylor and Kriegman, 1994]. 
The solution to this problem, proposed by Taylor and Kriegman [1994]' is to use an atlas of local 
parametrisations instead of a single, global parametrisation. Essentially. for every iteration of the op-
timization, a mapping between between SO(3) and R3 is found that is valid for some neighbourhood 
around the current rotation matrix, Ro. 
3.6.2 The Error Metric 
Before describing the initial and non-linear optimizations. it is necessary to introduce the error metric 
that is used to measure the disparity between the model and the observations. The optimization 
uses an error metric first introduced by Taylor and Kriegman )995]. which is discussed below. 
Consider a straight line Li of the model projected onto the image-plane of a camera Cj , that is 
described by translation vector tj and rotation matrix R j , as illustrated by Fig. 12(a). This model 
line can be defined by a point in space, d; and a direction vector. Vi (that can be computed using 
Equations 1 and 2, respectively). The projection of this line onto the image-plane of Cj can be 
computed by finding the intersection of the image-plane with the plane defined by the cenlre of Cj 
and any two points on L i . Assuming a unit focal length, f = 1 (with the image-plane located at 
z = f = 1), this line can be defined by m· (x, y, I)T = 0 where m = (mI. my, mz)T is the normal to 
the plane defined by Cj and Li , and can be calculated as 
(5) 
Further. consider an observed line segment on the image-plane of Cj that is defined by the endpoints 
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The geometric interpretation of Equation 7 is that the vectors m and v; = RjVi' are orthogonal. 
When the parameters of the model are correct, this must always be true as v: lies on the plane to 
which m is normal. Similarly, the interpretation of Equation 8 is that. when the model parameters 
are correct, the vectors m and d; = R j (d i - tj) must. also. be orthogonal. 
On further examination, one notes that when given an observed edge, defined by the endpoints 
{(XI.YI), (X2,Y2)}, and assuming a unit focal length, m', the observed normal to the plane defined 
by the camera centre and the observed edge is defined by: 
(9) 
By replacing m with m' in Equation 7, it becomes apparent that any model edges of known ori-
entation act as constraints on R j . As architectural scenes usually contain a number of horizontal 
or vertical edges, it is generally possible to determine an estimate for R j independent of any other 
parameters in the model. Minimizing the objective function 
over only the camera rotation matrix Rj limits the extent to which that matrix violates the constraint 
expressed by Equation 7. 
Once the estimates of the camera rotation matrices have been computed, they can be treated as 
constants, and the constraint expressed by Equation 8 can be used to obtain estimates of the rest of 
the model parameters. INhere Pi and Qi are expressions for the vertices of model edge i, minimizing 
the objective function 
O2 = L2)mT Rj(Pi - tj))2 + (mT Rj(Qi - tj))2 
j 
over all parameters of the model apart from the camera rotation matrices, results in good initial 
estimates for those parameters. 
Both of the initial estimation objective functions can be optimized efficiently using the :'-Jewton's 
method variant described above, and can be run at any stage by the user to quickly compute a 
reasonably accurate model. When the initial estimates of the parameters have been computed, the 
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Since the two gables are identical, both share the same parameters. 
The reconstruction of the model was successful, matching closely to the user observations. Figure 
15 illustrates the model projected onto the original photographs, from the perspectives of the recon-
structed cameras. The projected lines match up very closely to the building edges and the marked 
lines; however, in the second image, the base of the model appears to be lower than the base of 
the building. This problem is due to the fact that in the second photo it was impossible to mark 
out where the base of the building joined the ground, and thus this was not explicitly taken into 
account during the optimization. The general problem of foundations is discussed further in Chapter 












4.1 System Overview 
The reconstruction framework was developed in the C++ programming language, within an object 
oriented paradigm, and makes use of three third party libraries ~ OpenGL, wx Widgets and The 
GNU Scientific Library [GSLDocs, 2007; OpenGLDocs. 2007; wxDocs. 20071. The structure of the 
framework comprises two major components ~ the Scene Modeller and the Optimizer ~ and a 
brief outline of each of their structures is depicted in Fig. 16. 
The Scene Modeller The Optimizer 
Cameras 
n 
I Expressions I 
Geometry Non-linear Optimizer 
n In 
I Expressions I [I Expressions I 
Figure 16: The reconstruction framework architecture. This diagram illustrates the two major 
components of the framework, along with their respective functionality. The Optimizer is used to 
fit the modelled scene to the observed inmge-edges. 
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wishes to reconstruct. It is this component that stores all information pertaining to the cameras 
and geometry of the model, along with any constraints on the model that may exist. 
The second major component of the framework, the Optimizer. interfaces with the Scene Modeller 
and is used to optimize the modelled geometry and cameras according to the observations that have 
been made. It is in this component that the optimization techniques discussed in Chapter 3 have 
been implemented. 
A detailed discussion of both of these components. focusing on a number of the more important 
implementation aspects, appears in the following two sections. 
4.2 The Scene Modeller 
As noted above, the Scene Modeller represents the model that the user wishes to reconstruct. The 
most important points to consider here, are the representations of the cameras and geometry and 
the handling of user-imposed eonstraints on the model. Before these can be explored, however, 
it is crucial to introduce and discuss the concept of an Expression - an underlying component, 
ubiquitous throughout the framework's architecture. 
4.2.1 Expressions 
As explained in Chapter 3, the usc of parametrised primitives - as well as parametrised cameras 
- is fundamental to the functionality of the framework. In this architecture, we consider all of the 
parameters of the primitives and cameras as Expressions. 
In this context. an Expression can be a single scalar, a vector of dimension three, or a 3 x 3 matrix. 
Both the vector and matrix Expressions use arrays of scalar Expressions to represent their elements. 
Each Expression has a name associated with it, and where the Expression is a vector or matrix, 
the elements of that Expression can be referenced by appending a suffix to the Expression name. 
Although a matrix Expression has nine elements. since it is treated as a rotation matrix, it in fact 
only adds an additional three parameters to the system. For the purposes of the optimization, these 
three parameters can be accessed by appending a different suffix to the name of the Expression. 
Every Expression is equal to either a numerical value or a combination of an arbitrary number of 
other Expressions. The operators available when defining these combinations are scalar addition, 
subtraction and multiplication, vector addition, subtraction and cross product, matrix addition, 
subtraction and multiplication, matrix-vector multiplication and finally, the equality operator. Ex-
pressions that are equal to a numerical value are set to be either constants or variables. A variable 
Expression generally corresponds to a free parameter of the model and is modified during the opti-
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The Expressions are implemented using a Binary Tree data structure. as illustrated in Figure 17. 
Each internal node of the tree is an operator that returns one of the three types of Expressions (scalar, 
vector or matrix), and takes, as operands, two valid Expressions (a matrix-vector multiplication 
operator, for instance, must take a matrix Expression as the left operand and a vector Expression 
as the right operand). Every leaf node in the tree is an Expression that is equal to a numerical 
(variable or constant) value. It is important to note that in this architecture, it is simple to combine 
two Expressions by modifying a leaf node of the one to point to the root (or even an internal) node 
of the other, 
Figure 17: A typical Expression tree. Here, all nodes of the tree return scalar values. Xote that the 
Expression tree with root node H forms a sub-tree of the Expression tree with root node A at node 
G. One correct order of node evaluation for these trees is in reverse alphabetical order (i.e., node L 
to node A). 
Csing this implementation, an Expressioll call be efficiently evaluated by recursing down its tree. 
Here, the value of each internal node is calculated only when both of its children have been evaluated. 
With this method, the final node calculated will always be the root node. An example of the order 
in which nodes of an Expression tree are evaluated can also be seen in Figure 17. 
4.2.2 Cameras 
The cameras in the framework represent photographs that are imported by the user, The position 
in space of each camera is defined by a matrix Expression and a vector Expression that represent 
its orientation and translation, respectively. Typically. these Expressions store a numerical value 
directly, and are not a combination of any other Expressions. In addition to this, each camera stores 
textural information from its respective photograph, as well as a set of observations. 
Since the error metric described in Chapter 3 requires that all photographs have a unit focallcngth, 
a mapping between the actual image-space and the image-space with image-plane located at z = 1 
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Thereafter, user-defined observations Illay be added to the camera, and the positions of these are 
stored in the normalized image-space. 
Image Normalization 
\Vhen a user imports a photograph into the framework. they are required to specify a value (in 
degrees) for the field of view along the x axis, fov.r. Since the image has a known aspect ratio, 
aspect = h1JJidtlht. and pixels are assumed to be square. it is possible to calculate a scale factor that 
e'Lg L ' 
transforms coordinates on the original image-plane to equivalent coordinates on the image-plane, 
located at z = 1. 
To do this, it is first necessary to calculate the focal length of the original image. Assuming that 
each pixel has a length of 1, using the Sin rule, the focal length of the original image, foriginal, can 
be calculated as 
sin(90-~)~ 
foriginal = . (f.!!!:.r..) 
SIn 2 T 
Having determined foriginal, a point p = (x,y) on the original image-plane can be trivially trans-
formed to an equivalent point pi = (x', y') on the new image-plane located at z = 1 with 
1 
pi = P 
foriginal 
This transformation is, of course, an invertible one-to-one mapping between the two image-planes 
and the inverse can thus be used to transform coordinates from the new image-plane back to the 
original one. 
Adding Observations 
When a user marks out a line segment on an image, the line is stored as a pair of end points, sand 
e. These points are first transformed to be centred aronnd the middle of the image, and then the 
transformation described above is applied, resulting in the final coordinates of the equivalent point 
on the image-plane at z = 1. 
4.2.3 Geometry 
As stated in Chapter 3, the geometry of a scene is modelled as a collection of parametrised geometric 
primitives. Internally, the geometry is stored as a scene graph (technically a scene tree, as it is always 
acyclic) of geometric primitives. Implementation aspects of both the geometric primitives and the 
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Parametrised Geometric Primitives 
The geometric primitives are implemcntcd with extensivc usc of the Expressions described abovc. 
Each primitive comprises nine paramcters, which arc represented by seven Expressions - three 
scalar Expressions for each of the translation and dimension vcctors and one matrix Expression to 
describe the orientation of the primitive. 
Scalar Expressions (as opposed to vcctor Expressions) arc used to represent the translation and 
dimension vectors, as single clements of these vcctors arc often acccssed independently of thc othcrs, 
and the scalar Expressions provide fewer layers of abstraction than vector Expressions would. As 
with the camcras, due to the local parametrisation in usc (discussed in Chapter 3), the matrix 
Expression introduces only three additional parameters to the systcm. 
Unlike with Expressions used to represent thc cameras, those used in the geometric primitives may 
be - and often arc - equal to a combination of other Expressions. Indeed, it is this feature that 
makcs it possible to so (,ffectivcly reducc the numbcr of free paramctcrs in the system. In addition 
to this, any of these Expressions may be sct to a constant numcrical value, and this too aids in the 
reduction of the number of free parametcrs. 
The vertices (and hence edges and faces) of a primitive arc dcfined in terms of the elements of the 
dimension vector of that primitive, dx , dy and dz . Here. each vcrtex is represented by a vector 
Expression, of which each element can be set cqual to either a combination of those clcments or a 
numerical value. The edges of the primitive are defined by a set of vertex pairs, and the faces by a 
set of vertex lists. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the user is rcquired to dcfine a template for cach class of primitivc that 
is need cd (for instance a cuboid or a tctrahcdron). Each of thcsc tcmplates is stored on disk in a 
file that follows a specific format, and can be loaded into the framcwork to add an additional class 
of primitive for use during thc modelling proccss. Although a utility exists to automatically writc 
primitivc templatcs to file. it is quite simple to crcatc a tcmplate by constructing an appropriate 
template file directly. 
Every template file must adhere to the following format. 
• The first line of the file contains a string, which represellts thc namc of the primitive tcmplatc. 
• On the second line of the file, is a single integer, V. that dcnotcs thc number of vertices. 
• The following 3V lines represent the Expressions that define the x, y and z coordinates of 
each of the V vcrticcs. Each of thcse lines must bc an arithmctic expression, that may usc thc 
addition, multiplication, subtraction and bracket operators. and makc refcrcncc to only thc 
symbols xM, yM and zM (that refcr to thc x, y and z extents of thc bounding box) or numeric 
valucs. 
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in the primitive 
• The subsequent E lines each contain exactly two integers that specify the end vertices for each 
line. 
• The next line contains a single integer F, the number of faces in the primitive. 
• The final F lines each contain a list of integers that define the vertices of the faces (a clockwise 
winding convention is used). 
On loading a template file, a primitive constructor object is created that parses the file and creates 
generic Expressions from each of the arithmetic expressions describing the vertices. Whenever the 
user creates a new primitive based on that template, the constructor object is used to instantiate 
the primitive and uses the generic Expressions and connectivity information from the template file 
to specify the vertices, edges and faces of the new primitive. 
The Scene Graph 
In order to construct a model, all of the primitives used to define the geometry are arranged into a 
hierarchical scene tree. This data structure is implemented as a standard tree, where each node has 
one parent and an arbitrary number of children, but also has an associated primitive. 
Recall, from Chapter 3, that to compute the error metric and optimize the scene, it IS necessary 
to calculate the positions of vertices, and directions of edges in world coordinates. This can be 
achieved for any vertex or direction vector by simply moving up the tree to the root node while 
building an Expression that, at each node, applies the relevant rotation and translation to the 
Expression received from the previous node. The resultant Expression will always, then, be in terms 
of the parameters of the model, and can be used directly in the optimization process. 
This same technique of evaluating world coordinates of vertices is applied both when rendering the 
geometry during the modelling phase, and when writing the final polygonal model to disk after the 
final optimization. 
4.2.4 Constraints 
The ability to constrain aspects of the geometry is, again, implemented through the use of Expres-
sions. Any of the Expressions of any of the geometric primitives may be either set to a constant 
value or set equal to some other Expression. Using the equality operator, one can ensure that 
two parameters always share the same value, and by creating a combination of two or more other 
Expressions. it is possible to ensure that any number of primitives always fit together exactly. 
As the Expressions are combined by reference (through the use of pointers), changes made to the 
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consistency throughout the geometry mode!. During the optimization process, only the Expressions 
which arc set equal to a numerical, variable value arc considered to be free parameters. 
4.2.5 Correspondences 
The implementation of the image-model correspondences is fairly simple: a list of elements is stored, 
where each element contains a reference to both a camera and a primitive. The reference to the 
camera also specifies which user-defined observation of that camera is used. while the reference to 
the primitive specifics to which model edge the observatioll corresponds. 
4.3 The Optimizer 
The Optimizer is the component of the framework that handles all aspects of the optimization 
process. This section presents details on a number of the more interesting and important aspects of 
the implementation of this process. 
This includes the implementation of the modified ;\ewton·s method. where special attention is paid 
to the techniques used when calculating derivatives and optimizing over the Lie group SO(3), as well 
as the implementations of both the initial optimization and the non-linear optimization algorithms. 
4.3.1 Newton's method 
The variant of ~ewton's method, described in Chapter 3, is implemented by making usc of Ex-
pressions and a system of linear equations solver available in the GNU Scientific Librar·y (GSL) 
[GSLDocs, 2007]. The strategy used is described briefly below, followed by details on the two most 
important aspects of the process. 
Given an objective function 0 = tl + t2 + ... + trn that must be minimized, where each term ti is 
represented by an Expression that has been extracted from the mode!. the optimization algorithm 
runs as follows: 
1. Examine the m Expressions and the model to determine the set of free parameters p 
{Pl .... ,Pn} that must be optimized. 
2. Calculate Expressions for \70, the set of all first order partial derivatives of 0, and evaluate 
these Expressions, storing the results in an array. 
3. Calculate Expressions for H, the set of all second order partial derivatives of 0, and evaluate 
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4. Solve the system of equations, HPnew = Hp - va. In this system, a GSL implementation of 
a fast linear system solver that makes usc of Householder transformations is used to solve for 
Pnew' 
5. Update P and, if the error has not changed for two consecutive iterations (to ensure conver-
gence), terminate the optimization. If the error has decreased, go to step 2. 
Two important considerations in the above algorithm are the method used to calculate derivatives 
of a (when computing the Hessian and gradient) and the way in which the local parametrisation of 
the rotation matrices is handled at each iteration. 
Calculating Derivatives 
It is clearly necessary to be able to calculate derivatives of Expressions. Given that the objective 
[unctions (and implicit ly the Expressions) that must be differentiated vary with every reconstruction, 
it is consequently required that the derivatives of arbitrary Expressions can be calculated with respect 
to any of the free parameters. 
One solution to this problem is to create a function that takes as input an Expression and a param-
eter, and returns a new Expression that is the derivative of the input Expression with respect to the 
input parameter. Using this function, calculating the gradient va of the objective function a would 
simply involve computing an Expression for ea<.:h first order partial derivative of O. Similarly, the 
Hessian could be determined by calculating, for each Expression VO i in VO. a vector of Expressions 
representing all first order partial derivatives of VO i (yielding a matrix of all second order partial 
derivatives of 0). 
Given an Expression such as that depicted in Figure 18, it is possible to calculate its derivative by 
simply applying the basic rules of differentiation for polynomial functions (i.e., the product rule, the 
power rule and the chain rule). Where the Expression contains matrix or vector components, the 
generalised rules of differentiation (i.e., the matrix product rule. the cross product rule, etc.) can be 
applied. 
These differentiation rules are applied to an Expression, by starting at the root node and recursively 
differentiating the children nodes. At each node. the derivative of its Expression is returned, and 
used when calculating that of its parent node. Depending on the operation of an internal node, 
different combinations of its child nodes and their derivatives arc returned. For leaf nodes, however, 
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Figure 18: Differentiating an Expression tree. Consider a function O(x), that is described by the 
Expression tree on the left. The derivative of this function, with respect to x can be calculated by 
recursively differentiating each node in t.he tree, resulting in O'(x), represented by the Expression 
tree on the right. This case is a good example of the application of the product rule, which was 
applied to the right branch of the initial tree. 
Optimization over SO(3) 
Clearly, a number of the parameters of the model that must be optimized will be those defining 
the rotations of either cameras or primitives of the model. As discussed in Chapter 3, a local 
parametrisation of each rotation matrix to a set of only three parameters is used at each iteration 
of the optimization. 
To implement this, each matrix Expression (that is a leaf node in an Expression tree), also has an 
additional three parameters with respect to which it can be differentiated. When the list of free 
parameters of the objective function 0 is determined, instead of adding nine parameters to that list, 
each matrix Expression only adds these additional three parameters. 
\Vhen the derivative of one of these matrix Expressions with respect to one of its parameters is 
calculated, it is simply marked as a first (or second if this is the case) derivative matrix, and then 
evaluated appropriately only when the Expression containing the derivative matrix is evaluated. 
The parametrisation of a matrix, Ro, is expressed as R(;,.;) = Roexp{J(;,.;)} , where;,.; = (;";x,wy,wz)T 
are the new parameters, and has the property that R(;,.;o = (0. O. 0)) = Ro. To optimize an objective 
function, 0, with respect to the elements of ;,.;, we need to calculate the first and second order 
derivatives of R(w). However, since the parametrisation happens at every iteration, we only need to 
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derivatives of R(w), evaluated at wo, can be calculated as follows 
8~x R(w) = 8~x (Rocxp{J(w)}) = RoJ(x) 
82 82 1 
8 8 R(w) = 8 8 (Roexp{J(w)}) = Ro,?(J(x)J(y) + J(y)J(x) 
wx wy wx wy -
where x = (1. 0, 0) and y = (0,1,0). x or y can, of course, be substituted for z for the final partial 
derivatives. 
These results are used in computing the Hessian and gradient of the objective function 0, and yield 
an update step, Ws' This update step is then applied, using a quaternion representation described 
by Taylor and Kriegman [1994]' to provide a new rotation matrix as follows. 
The initial rotation matrix, Ro can be represented by a unit quaternion qo. The incremental step, 
exp{J(ws )} can be represented by a quaternion q, = (cos(~), ('iIl~~))W) with (j = JwTw. The resul-
tant quaternion qr can then be computed as qr = qoq, where standard quaternion multiplication 
is used. Converting qr to a matrix yields the updated rotation. 
4.3.2 Initial Parameter Estimation 
In order to implement the initial optimization, all that is required is that Expressions for each of the 
two objective functions be defined. As each objective fUllction is, in fact, a summation of a number 
of smaller terms, it is more convenient to use a number of smaller Expressions - each representing 
one of these terms. 
First Initial Estimation 
The objective function 0 1 for the first initial estimation step is used to optimizE' only the rotation 
matrices of the cameras. Each term ti of this function is of the form m'T Rjv. As the free parameters 
appear only in the term R j , all other terms can be treated as constants, and as a result only first 
and second order derivatives of R j need to be calculated at runtime. 
Furthermore, as the cameras are independent of one another, each camera can be optimized by 
itself. The result of this is that it is possible to run one small optimization process for each camera 
rotation matrix. rather than a single global optimization over all of the cameras. This is efficient, 
as it avoids calculating derivatives that will always be equal to 0, and results in far fewer needless 
calculations being performed. 
One final consideration in this step, is that only edges with R known orientation can be nsed. Where 
the orientation of the edge is dependent on the dimensions of the primitive (i.e., the slanted edges 
of a prism) or on the rotation of the primitive (where the rotation is a free parameter), it cannot be 
used. To achieve this, only horizontal and vertical edges, where all rotation matrices that relate the 
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Second Initial Estimation 
·Where 0 1 was used to optimize only the rotation matrices of the cameras. O2 is minimized to solve 
for all of the remaining parameters of the model. As a resulL for a term of the objective function 
ti with the form (mT Rj(Pi - tj ))2 + (mT R j (Qi - tj ))2, all parameters except for R j introduce free 
variables, and derivatives of all of these terms must be computed. 
In addition to this, where the rotations of the cameras were independent of one another, one cannot 
guarantee such independence for the free variables of this objective function. As a result, Expressions 
must be generated for all model edge and image edge pairs, and the first and second order derivatives 
of each of these Expressions must contribute to the gradient and Hessian used in the simultaneous 
optimization of all of the parameters. 
4.3.3 Non-linear Optimizations 
The non-linear objective function 0 comprises a number of terms of the form mT(AT BA)m where 
m, A and B are defined as in Chapter 3. It transpires. as B is a function of the elements of m, that 
all the free parameters are contained only in Band m and that to compute derivatives of the terms 
of 0, only m needs to be differentiated at runtime (the derivatives of the entire B term will always 
remain the same function of the derivatives of m). 
Gsing this reasoning, Expressions need only be built, differentiated and evaluated for the m in 
each term. and this can be done quite simply by analysing each correspondence that is used in the 













As discussed in Chapter 2, due to the quality of the photographs in the archive, there arc a number 
of problems associated with reconstructing District Six architectural scenes. Although some of these 
problems affect only the reconstruction of the scene geometry, a number of them are also relevant 
when considering the texturing of the reconstructed model. and. as a result, it was necessary to 
develop and implement strategies to overcome these problems. 
The specific issues, and the effects that they have on 1 he textnring process are reiterated below: 
• A limited number of available photographs. For any given scene. it is very difficult to find 
more than two or three photographs. This is problematic for the texturing of the reconstructed 
modeL since there is often no textural information available for substantial portions of the 
model. Furthermore, as none of these photographs were taken with the production of a digital 
model in mind, parts of the building are often obscured from view by other objects, thus 
further exacerbating the problem of insufficient textural information. 
• The long period of time over which the photographs were taken. From a texturing 
perspective, this is problematic as certain schemes, such as that described by Debevec et aL 
[1996], assume that all photographs of the scene arc taken under similar lighting conditions, 
and that they capture the same textural information. vVhere long time periods have passed 
between two images, there can be no guarantee that the lighting conditions have not changed, 
nor indeed that there have been no changes to the actual underlying texture of the building. 
Combining multiple textures when these two criteria are not guaranteed will generally yield 
poor results and is thus not suitable in most cases. 
• Different chromatic schemes. Working with textural information extracted from pho-
tographs with differing chromatic schemes introduces problems similar to those associated 
with temporal variance within a set of photographs. As with changes in lighting conditions 
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multiple textures and this, again, means that conventional texturing schemes will not be ef-
fective for many cases. 
A user-interactive strategy is presented, which overcomes these problems by using a combination 
of the original textures, synthesised textures and image manipulation tools. The remainder of this 
Chapter is in two parts: a section focusing on an overview of this technique - where the User's View 
and functionality of the system arc introduced - and a section dedicated to the implementation 
details of the strategy. 
5.1 Overview 
Our texturing strategy involves first extracting all of the available textural information from the 
input photographs, and then using this information, guided by a user. to texture all the visible 
surfaces of the model. 
vVherever possible, the original textures extracted from the photographs arc used to texture the 
surfaces of the model. However, where these textures arc incomplete, damaged or non-existent, the 
user may then use a texture synthesis approach to either complete, repair or entirely reconstruct 
the textures. In addition, the user may copy features (such as doors or windows) from the complete 
textures or import new textures (from external files). and use these to aid in the repairing and 
reconstruction of the textures. 
It should be noted that in this texturing scheme only one texture is used per polygon. One conse-
quence of this is that view-dependent texturing is not supported, but it would, in general, not be 
applicable in any case, due to the data source problems discussed above. 
5.1.1 User's View 
This texturing technique provides the user with a number of tools to assist in the repairing and 
construction of the model's textures. Initially, textures for each polygon in each primitive of the 
model arc automatically extracted from all input photographs. Thereafter. for each visible polygon 
in the model, the user must decide which texture to usc, and also which portions of that texture 
need to be repaired or synthesized. 
Figure 19 presents a How chart that illustrates the operations that arc performed by the user when 
working with the texture for any given polygon, and is followed by a brief discussion of where and 
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57 
Figure 19: A flowchart describing the process of texturing a reconstructed model. The processes 
followed by the user while texturing a polygon of the model is illustrated by this flowchart. Although 
the texture synthesis can, in fact, be performed before feature extraction and insertion, it is not 
recommended as the synthesis process may then need to be repeated. 
Throughout the texturing stage, the model is displayed in the rendering window, textured with the 
most current textures for each polygon. If dissatisfied with any of these polygons, the user may 
select its texture for editing by simply clicking on that polygon of the model. 
\Vhen this is done, the user is presented with the set of all textures that have been extracted from 
the input photographs, along with the current texture for that polygon. From this set, the user is 
required to select a texture that will be used as the base texture for that polygon. Where there are 
numerous complete or incomplete textures for a polygon, the user may choose the one that is most 
suitable. When the polygon is not visible in any of the photographs, a blank texture is used as the 
starting point. 
The next step generally involves the extraction and insertion of textural features. In this context, 
a feature is most typically the sub-texture for an object such as a door or window, but can also 
refer to samples of underlying textures such as paint or brickwork. \Vhere the user is working with 
a complete texture, features are generally extracted for repairing or reconstructing other textures. 
Where the current texture is incomplete, pre-extracted features may be inserted for use in the 
synthesis process, or as additions to newly synthesised textures. 
At this same stage, the user may also make use of the image manipulation functionality. Typically, 
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greyscale, however it is also possible to export textures for manipulation by external utilities and 
then import the modified textures at a later stage. 
When there is a sufficiently large t.exture sample (typically an area of 80 by 80 pixels is used), and 
if the texture is new or incomplete, the user may synthesize the remainder of the base texture using 
the synthesis utility provided. Although this can be performed before or after any of the image 
manipulation operations, it is a slow procedure and should only be performed once per polygon. 
After the base texture has been synthesized, the user may again insert any number of features to 
complete the texture. 
At any point during this process, the user may update the texture for a polygon, and the model 
displayed in the rendering window will reflect any changes. Once satisfied, the user may save a final 
version of the textured model for rendering at a later stage. 
5.1.2 Function Details 
A number of functions - or operations - have been implemented that allow the user to perform 
the tasks discussed above. Precise details of these functions, coupled with a discussion of where they 
are used and what problems they are intended to solve, are presented below. 
Texture Extraction 
The first operation - although not one that the user instigates - is the extraction of textures from 
the input images. This is performed automatically as a pre-computation. The biggest problems 
here are correcting for the perspective projection of the camera, and determining which parts of the 
model are visible in the photograph (only self-occlusion by the geometry of the model is considered 
here). The implementation of this operation is fully discussed in Section 5.2. 
Although not directly used to solve any particular problem, correct texture extraction is an essential 
and fundamental component of creating textures for the final model. 
Feature Extraction and Insertion 
In order to repair and complete damaged or incomplete textures, it is often necessary to add "fea-
tures" to the base texture. Features such as doors, windows or plaster patterns add greatly to the 
perceived realism of a texture. In addition, where a texture is, at first, completely blank, olle must 
be able to insert a sample region of some base texture for use in the synthesis process. 
From any of the textures extracted from the original photographs, the user is able to select a 
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be inserted into any texture used on the model. Should it be required, a feature can be rotated in 
increments of ninety degrees ~ this is useful for changing the orientation of ornamental features. 
\Vhere any further manipulation of a feature is required. it can be exported to an external image file 
for editing purposes and then imported at a later stage. As a result, it is possible to save features 
from one reconstruction for use in another. Since much of the architecture in the District Six scenario 
shares similar traits. this is a useful capability when constructing completely new textures. 
Image Manipulation Tools 
The two most frequently used image manipulation tools (aside from texture synthesis and feature 
insertion) are a "blackout" tool and a conversion to greyscale tool. The "blackout" tool allows the 
user to simply erase portions of a given texture. This is essential. as in many cases, parts of the scene 
are obscured from view by external objects such as trees. cars or people. Regions of a texture that 
have been erased arc filled in at a later stage either by inserting features or by performing texture 
synthesis. 
The tool that converts images to greyscale is used primarily when only a small number of the 
input images are in colour. It effectively provides the simplest solution to the problem of differing 
chromatic schemes ~ that is converting all images to greyscale. Clearly, when textures for a number 
of polygons of the model exist only in black and white. having other polygons with colour textures 
yields unsuitable results. 
Although these two tools are the most frequently used. it will occasionally be the case that other 
image manipulation tools are required. For instance, where the user may wish to attempt greyscale 
to colour conversion or where the texture needs to be cleaned of noise. Instead of implementing 
an array of such well defined but infrequently used tools. export and import functionality has been 
added to allow the user to perform image processing operations with external applications. In this 
way. specialist software can be applied to allY of the more difficult texture manipUlation problems. 
Texture Synthesis 
The texture synthesis tool is the most fundamental aspect of this texturing approach. Since, in 
almost every case. there will be a number of polygons with no textural information, it is essential 
to be able to construct realistic looking textures for these surfaces. To do so. a texture synthesis 
algorithm, developed by Efros and Leung [1999], that can generate arbitrarily large, realistic textures. 
given only a small sample texture as input, is used. 
To run the synthesis algorithm, it is required that a small sample patch of the desired texture is 
already in the image. For textures that are only damaged or incomplete. there is usually a sufficiently 
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the user is required to usc the feature insertion tool to provide such a sample. To synthesize the 
remainder of the texture, the user need only select a rectangular portion of the sample in order to 
proceed. 
As mentioned earlier, one consideration here is that the texture synthesis algorithm is slow and does 
take a number of minutes to execute, and the running time is dependant on both the sample size 
and the size of the entire texture to be generated. As a result. the user should ensure that only 
one texture per polygon need ever be generated, and this should be taken into consideration when 
deciding on the order in which functions are performed. 
5.2 Implementation Details 
Before discussing specific details of the implementation of this texturing strategy, one should first 
consider the objectives. as these affect the implementation decisions that were made. Briefly, these 
are as follows: 
• Correct extraction of textural information from input photographs. The primary 
goal is to extract relevant textures from the input photographs, while accurately correcting for 
perspective projection distortion caused by the viewing position of the camera. It should be 
noted that the quality of the extracted textures. at this stage, is of greater concern than the 
speed of extraction. Determining the visibility from each camera position is also required in 
order to ensure that the correct textural information is extracted for each polygon. 
• Maintaining the size ratio between the textures of polygons. To simplify the problem 
of feature extraction and insertion, it is best to ensure that the ratio between the size of 
the textures of any two polygons is the same as the ratio between the actual size of the two 
polygons. If this is the case, then features extracted from one texture will generally not need 
to be scaled in order to fit into another. 
• Building a single texture for each polygon. As discussed earlier, the output of the 
texturing stage should be a single texture for each polygon. Furthermore .. all of these textures 
should be packed into a single, large texture map in order to simplify the rendering process. 
These two conditions affect the way the currcnt tcxtures for the polygons are stored during 
the texturing process. 
• Feature insertion and extraction, image manipulation and texture synthesis. In 
order to implement the required functionality for our texturing strategy, certain considerations 
had to be made in deciding on the internal representation of the textures. 
Keeping these objectives in mind, the remainder of this section covers, briefly, the architecture of 
the texturing system and, in detail, the implementation of the texture extraction process, feature 
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5.2.1 System Architecture 
Textured Model 
Polygon 
Figure 20: The architecture of the texturing system. 
Consider the diagram in Figure 20 above: the core component of the texturing system is the Textured 
Model. This is initially used to store information about each of the input images, including image 
data and camera parameters, as well as all polygons in the model. The Textured Model is then used 
to extract textural information from each camera for each polygon, which is subsequently stored in 
the Texture List. For each polygon, the Current Texture. which represents the data currently being 
used to texture that polygon, is also maintained. 
The feature extraction and insertion functionality is built into the Textured Model, and all of the 
extracted features are stored in the Feature List. All importing and exporting of these features, as 
well as any of the other textures, is performed by the Textured Model. Finally, the Texture Map, 
which stores textural information for every texture, and is used to texture the model is also located 
within the Textured Model. 
The texture synthesis function, blackout function and greyscale conversion function are all imple-
mented separately (in the Texture Synthesizer, Greyscale Converter, and Blackout Utility, respec-
tively), and are applied to elements within the Textured Model when needed . .\Iodifications are made 
directly to textures or features, but never to the Texture Map. which is only updated by copying, 
from a given polygon, the Current Texture. 
Every image in the Textured Model is stored as an array of bytes, where every (non-overlapping) set 
of four bytes represents a pixel (using the RGBA format). This representation is used as each pixel 
in an image may have special properties (such as whether it needs to be synthesized) associated with 
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5.2.2 Texture Extraction 
The extraction of textures from the original photographs is a combination of three processes. The 
first of these involves determining, for each polygon, a correct texture size (relative to the sizes of 
the textures of other polygons), as well as texture coordinates for each of the vertices of the polygon. 
The second task involves efficiently packing one texture per polygon, into the large texture map, a 
process which may involve resizing all of the textures (by a constant factor to ensure that relative 
sizes are preserved). The final process is the actual sampling of the original photographs to determine 
the correct pixel values for all of the textures. 
Computing Texture Size and Image Coordinates 
"Vhen computing the texture size and image coordinates for the vertices of a polygon the two major 
concerns are: ensuring that the size of the resultant texture is proportional to the size of its polygon 
(thus ensuring that size ratios between textures are maintained), and that the texture is oriented 
correctly (i.e., horizontal edges of the polygon should appear horizontal in the texture). One should 
also note at this point, that even when a polygon is not rectangular, its texture is embedded inside 
a rectangular bounding box. 
Since all of the polygons in the model are assumed to be planar, one simple solution to this problem 
involves calculating a basis for the plane in which the polygon lies, and using this basis to determine 
image-plane coordinates for each vertex of the polygon. In this context, a basis for such a plane is 
a pair of orthogonal unit vectors, u = {u x , uY ' u z } and v = {v x , vy. vo}, that lie in the plane of the 
polygon. 
Using this basis .. every point on the plane can now be uniquely defined as a linear combination of u 
and v. Since u and v are orthogonal, given a vertex of the polygon p = au + bY, the image-plane 
coordinates of p, Px and PY' can simply be defined as Px = s(a + q) and py = s(b + r), where q and 
r are constants used to ensure that Px and py are both greater than o. and s is a constant scaling 
factor used to determine the size ratio between distances on the image-plane and distance in world 
coordinates. 
Provided, for every polygon, that the unit size (used to define u and v) is the same, this method 
will ensure that the size of all textures is proportional to the size of their polygons. Furthermore, by 
selecting appropriate vectors for u and v, one can further ensure that the texture will be correctly 
oriented. 
Consider Figure 21. In order to compute the two basis vectors, u and v, one must first select two 
edges of the polygon, u ' and Vi, that share a common vertex (which is treated as the origin for 
the basis). It is the selection of these two edges that determines the orientation of the texture. By 
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u' a u 
Figure 21: Illustration of how a basis for each polygon is determined 
The next stage is to compute a unit normal to the polygon, n = iv' x u'l. From here, u is trivial to 
compute as u = lu'l. Given nand u, the second vector of the basis can be computed as v = u x n. 
The coefficients of u and v for any vertex p can be simply computed as a = p . u and b = p . v. 
Determining the values for q and r is also simple, and involves finding the smallest value of a and 
b for any vertex of the polygon. All that then remains is to compute a value for 5, that scales the 
texture to an appropriate size. Initially, we set the size of the longest edge of all of the textures to 
be 600 pixels. and thus 5 is computed as 5 = 6~O where I is the unscaled length of the longest edge. 
This value of 5 is, however, modified during the packing of the textures to ensure that all of the 
textures fit inside the texture map. 
Packing Textures 
Having computed texture sizes for the textures of every polygon. the next problem involves packing 
these textures into the texture map. However, there is no guarantee that all of the textures will 
indeed fit into the texture map at their current sizes. FmthermorC'. even if they do, finding the order 
or positions in which the textures must be packed is a difficult problem that can only be solved by 
an exhaustive search, which is extremely slow. 
One solution to this problem, discussed by Sander et al. [2001], involves repeatedly attempting to 
pack the textures into the texture map using a "naive" algorithm, and, should they not fit, reducing 
the scale factor by a small margin. Although not optimal, this solution is fast and provides satisfac-
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which pixels of the texture (even if not visible) belong to that polygon. 
At this point it is important to discuss how the mask (the alpha value in the texture) is used. For 
the texture synthesis algorithm, described below, it is necessary to know which pixels need to be 
synthesized and which do not. Therefore, for all pixels of a texture. where its polygon is visible, the 
mask value is set to O. Where it is obscured from view, but still belongs to the polygon, it is set to 
1, and where it does not belong to the polygon, it is set to 2. 
5.2.3 Texture Synthesis 
As mentioned earlier, the texture synthesis approach introduced by Efros and Leung [1999] was 
used in our texturing strategy. The details of how this algorithm works. along with our implemen-
tation and some minor performance enhancements are presented below, and examples of textures 
synthesized using our implementation are exhibited in Figure 24. 
Essentially, this texture synthesis algorithm works by modelling a texture as a :\larkov Random 
Field [Efros and Leung, 1999]. What this means, is that the probability distribution for the value of 
a particular, unknown, pixel is assumed to be dependant only on the values of the set of other pixels 
within a certain neighbourhood of that pixel, rather than being dependant on the entire image. The 
result of this model is that globally, a certain amount of noise is permitted. while the local texture 
structure is generally still well preserved. 
The algorithm starts by taking, as input, a sample texture and an image that must be completed. 
The incomplete image can either be entirely empty, or merely have a few holes that Heed to be filled. 
In our approach, the user is required to embed a sample texture into the image before synthesis, so 
the entirely empty case is never actually considered. 
;'\ow. for any empty pixel, that has at least one non-empty neighbour, a new value can be computed 
as follows: a window, centred around the empty pixeL of size w is taken. All empty pixels in this 
window are ignored, and only the rest are considered. For each pixel in the sample texture, a window 
of size w, centred around that pixel, is also taken. 
An error for that pixel of the sample texture is then computed, by calculating the weighted square 
distance between the two windows, where the weight for each pixel is determined by its distance 
from the centre of the window - the further away it is, the lower its weight (determined by a 
two-dimensional Gaussian function). Only pixels that were not blank in the first window are used 
to calculate this error, and the final value is scaled appropriately. 
In the original algorithm, a random pixel with a low error from the sample texture is used as the 
new pixel. However in this implementation, we find that better results are obtained by simply using 
the pixel from the sample texture with the lowest error value. This process, of filling in pixels one 










CHAPTER 5, PH()]U-lJA_SED TEXn:H1,YG "' 
(0) (bl 
r:,;ure 24 SYll,h"ized 'exture; , (a) at!d ~b) are . xarnpl<, of ,,,,,till<,, >Ylltl,c",ized lry- our imp]" 
ll,,,mad,,,, of Iho ",,!'.Oll'" inaod"ooJ by Efr", and L. lU1i\ [l!hlff, (b) i, """"",ially "","iDom .0> it i, 
'yol ;' <)'.i""l in) ,,' a " "':'" 0i tl., nx ,r (Or ,1., lou; Idir,s ;n r;g"", ::; 
3.2.4 Feature extraction and insertion 
T~o fml",o oxlranic)ll wool work, hy ~llmdng d", 11""r t.oo ""loet. ',l'OC'angll:a ,· pi,,'o of ,"w of []'" 
.",t.o ,,, M;,'ally "XI'fU'tocllox""",,. hy "" r,g t;'C ,,,n,,,,,, \0 'f'<'<"fy Iw0 npl",,;ng ,'nrc",,, nr I;'" ""I,-"glo. 
\\l",n trii, i, doono. a now 10"01.1'"0 oolo;on L< ('motod. and []'" '010'.",,11, to"ure d"la '" copkd '0 -;,al 
",al= object lor laler I""' , 
]';1" k"\u,." it!>e"ioll tool ~11ow, tl", u~" to ""I"",. at!y 01 tlee ~,,,,iou>]y extracted ;"a>l"e<, and d"'IL 
"~'y it ;rM 1;1''" Currelll ']'ex"cro f"r >lILy poln0fl. W),et! ~ ;. at1ll€ i, ""l<cteJ ",>:I Ih" '-"'"' el<=. to 
;r''''TI i~ into ~ ,"x'",e, il i, 0",,;,)',,1 OIL to!' of tlce "",t= at t;'" ourmLt n}0U5e po.it;oIL ~u;>dated 
,,, 11>(" "lOU;";' ""ov" l) . KIl!"IL tl .. "~,,:, ,~'i,ho,j will, ,I", j.,.il:OIL, tlee fe~'''re m~y be hnili-t, 
, .r~1 ; ~, d ~,";" ",,]);,'<1 oWl' \;1" ~"""r<, 
To 0',,,",,, , Ibm If., fo" , ure icK'" ,'00'",," li,.,~, lc"' ,~I ; ,tg iwl.",'O" ,1., i"~llU" ,r.l 1;le (.,-::;; r;;.,l lenur" 
i, ;>or/orm"'l 0YO,· a t b:" p;,,,l W;("' i)0,dor or tl", h ~"", Ko ;"'" "Xl"" ; ""ll\~lly det"rm;!)"d tH'.' 
t hi, .. idt.~ produ""," t.~o mo", plo"-'ing ro,ul" fill,-,lly. to pro",",,!. If., tox, ,,re 'y",l.,, ;, ~lgu';' .;lm 
from r<pl""ing foal"rO'l , t~o ma" fur a J rolowmt pil,d, of ,ho roxt.uro i, ~'" '0 Ii. 
5.2 .. ~ Imuge l\'lauipul"tiull Tuulb 
lklt), 0;,1", ilILaj\e n:uHLipula::on too:, are ''cry <imp:" t.o implemont_ n.r fi, ,t. of tl~",c - ,;. ' hbr,(Oul 
t ..... l ,impl}' re""', ;;w colou, a t!d t l-.e ma,k of a ~(J " 11i a:ro~ ",mred ."'ou",l ,~o nwu;c cur""" if 
t;I" n}0U~' i' mu,"",1 w),ile , I., leit mou...., bU::Oll :. d e~l'"""eJ, 'J lee "']O\lT i; >C' to" modillm groy. 
,. , ~I ~Il!" m"k i; ",,\ to ] "" t;la' II", "';:011 will al .. ""y. be corr<ctly ' }'llta.,i,."j , 
Trio groy .. ",lo <'O<,,"01'>;on "tili :y ;, ah) fai' ly ';"'pl, '_ F,d, p;x..! nr ~Lo t"'~urO ;, ooll' ..,rti" l to ;l, 
~re}"""aJe oqlu ... J1onl u.<ing ,;,0 iOrmuJ,,-, dC'Hibed hy Foley ()[ ,J :!lfJr'i 










C'HAPTF,R·' PHOTO-Il.1Sp.TlnXn 'JU.\'G 
H.pul-world Example 
l\e"ail tr.e recor."n;","'" of:1>< Din:ct Sox r",if)"""". ,",""'J)1.cU :J) Cbp"":; ll> ilil;>trate ,ho 
fUjK"ior.~li:y l'1 tr.b textur:ng "henO<'. "o."id("l" Figll'" ~,j ,,,,10w. wl; lci; 'UI","", t'nl illlli1.'"' of tr.e 
tully ,ext"",d moccL ~f:er the te~~uring pr"'~" ;\o., ""''' a,),)liod_ 
(.) (1)) 
TI", ,,_,,;"< I"uu:em witI'. :ex,,;ring tiri.' mwl<!. 1';'-.' that t.iro ",igin;u ,);\mol'"~;" (F:g",~ lJj I"t>-
vi,",,' wry Pl''.''· 'e~,,,,,' i"immatilHl; ir. ,h. hr", ai1.hong;\ M a high )"vol of ('oiCLi!. 'mly , 111[.e l'r 
ti;e h"ilJil~; ,,-a, yi,il,:e. wir:Je tr.c _",<'On,1 wa, <aloe" 1m", _""'h "('1",1',",, 1.1,", lHoly ~ I:ttlc c1 th 
O",",'!.,,' ,"'.",,",, wpre" all u,,~bl<. Ir. addItion to \hi, . a maj"'ii.y "I Ihe ["'I" wall or~' [I" wl'i 
w" l't:.;c"rc~1 ". cltr.cr ~ perimeter ~-all Of """', anC. 'hi' ""do ",I"g 'J)Y o[ <lllit 'ex\u,", ma"'ri~1 
vc'y diffi,·,,1! 
In mc."· i" <;dve ~;\. ~"ohJm" of 'he fro"t ",<>.II ar.c roof, tho [oxtn", ,Yl:the_,,,, P'''''oU'''' ' Lk""ri""d 
abovo . wa, ,,<;cd T;\;, ",01""<' e,,"~\ilH'~lly well on tl>< r",,:. "-, the woi dlo tox:mo "' \.~'y w«l 
"'ructllmfL y:.cIJ;,,!" "t.;w"I I, ' iooh)g ,·.",l1ts A 'exture ,,-a. i!l..a ' }'lltooiz"'. 10" ,he rmllt ",II I 'Ul 
for tI,i .. ""n:pl<s ..-ore [",on Im"_ ll,o <i('e ",,,:I ,>;,; I",: li1.iltin1. on tl>< hr.t ,",;ell ..-a,))(]: ide"L Tho 
he", 'yntl"",", ,,,,"It [or ,h" f,,,,,, w~ll ~)Xlur" ,,-a, achieyco.l h,' "",I:ng the to",,,'0 "I" 1""'.1",,· 0, 
""in!>. ,,'irkir ",mt", I"" "nih",,, ,·.,,,1,, 
n" fro"t ,,-.11 'ext"re ""'" "m:,lle''''. "y i",o,ti"~ , ""ull",r "f w:nd,,,,- fealur.,.. that. hac. ,><'<n 
~,~,,,.cted from , I;c origir.<>.I :ror.t waJ toxtHl'O, 0"[0 ,ho 'y"i."",:'"J L«>:t"r • . T"" back ,,-all of th< 
bnilding, "1""1. 1',1\1; t"" far "icc ..-i!ll a"d <1", otj-",,. ,hio 0' ,ho ,u,,[ wc,'o Le'tureJ by "Gpyinr: ti>e 
'}'lltr.c;;zeo.l «xt."'''' "r 1..;\0 ,,,,,,t ",II . vl,il.>:" ,ide v.·~ll IIT.C. front_iac;,cg ,ido "I 1..;\0 ",.-,r. ",,,1 ""el) 
,,,"~II"', mi!>x "irallg'" to I.r.om. Fin"lly [;\0 chmwy w,,> t"", urec ,,,ir.1. in:llImotior. extract"l Irun: 










CHAPTER 5. PHOTO-BASED TEXTURING 69 
The results of the application of this texturing strategy to the model are, considering the available 
input materiaL acceptable. The synthesized textures appear authentic, as do the features that have 











Results and Discussion 
In order to analyse the success of the reconstruction and texturing techniques discussed in the 
previous chapters, it is necessary to critically consider a number of real-world situations. In addition 
to the example presented in Chapters 3 and 5, two further District Six reconstructions are examined 
in detail. The first of these is the British Bioscope. a large and complex building. reconstructed 
from two photographs, and the second is a small, simple. residential building. of which only a single 
image exists. 
The discussion of the above real-world reconstruction examples focuses on the results that were 
achieved, looking primarily at how closely the reconstructed models match the input images and the 
success of the texturing technique, as well as any problems experienced during the reconstruction 
process. 
Using these real-world cases and a computer generated synthetic case. the remainder of this chapter 
presents an analysis of each of the two major components of this reconstruction technique - the 
reconstruction framework and the texturing process - again focussing both on where they succeed 
and where they fail. 
6.1 Real-world Examples 
Three real-world examples are examined to provide test data for the analysis of the reconstruction 
system. Since it has already been discussed in previous chapters. only a brief overview of the first 











CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 71 
6.1.1 A large District Six residence 
The first reconstruction, previously discussed ill Chapters 3 and 5, is that of a large residence that 
existed prior to the demolition of the District Six region. 
The input data for this reconstruction comprised two photographs of the residence, shown in Figure 
13. The first photograph is captured from lleal'by, showing only part of the building, and the second 
from a significant distance away, showing the entire building, but at a very low resolution. The field 
of view for both cameras was computed to be approximately 45 degrees along the x axis. 
The major problem with the reconstruction of this building, was the difficulty in marking out the 
edges where the building joined the ground in the first photograph, and the impossibility in doing 
so in the second. This is partially as a result of the ground being sloped, and partially as a result of 
a lack of landmarks on the photograph. Since it was not possible to mark out an edge at the base 
of the building on the second photograph, the corresponding edges are not aligned exactly as one 
would expect. Aside from this, however, the model. when projected onto the image-planes, matches 
the marked edges and visible geometry within the images with a high degree of conformity, as shown 
in Figure 15. 
The texturing of this building was performed by using information from the close-up photograph 
almost exclusively. The second photograph was from such a distance that the textures extracted 
were almost entirely without detail. Referring back to Figure 25, the side wall of the house, visible 
in both images, was textured using the original information from the first image. The roof and 
front wall were badly obscured in both images, and thus new textures had to be synthesized from 
the available material. To complete the front wall texture, a window, that had been extracted from 
the first photograph, was inserted in a number of places. Finally, the chimney was textured using 
information obtained from the second image. 
The texture synthesis procedure was particularly successful on the roof. as the texture had a very 
definite, repeating structure. Although still rea.~onably effective on the front walls, the results of the 
synthesis procedure on the paint texture were less convincing, as the paintwork texture sample was 
not particularly well structured, which results in a rather "noisy" effect. In order to achieve best 
results, the synthesis procedure was seeded at a number of points. vVhere the texture is not very 
well structured, this appears to produce more authentic looking output. 
The final phase in the texturing of the obscured walls involved inserting a number of window features 
into the base texture. To do this, one copy of a window was extracted from the close-up input image, 
and then pasted into three places on the newly synthesized textme. The resnlts of this are sufficiently 
convincing (as shown in Figure 25), and complete the texture generation process. For the remaining 
walls, (i.e., the back wall, and occluded side of the roof) the corresponding front-facing textures, 
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6.1.2 The British Hio5COp~ 
TI:c """nd ,ample rocon",l"Ilct'on i. of l.Lo B,il·.'" Bi,,,,-,,l''' ,,,"I ~,'" I("'~too iu Ui"trict Six, prior 
to t,l:e r(}-roning Tl:L, ,-"'" :, .,,,ho:,,,,Loll), ll>;),-c <'(,mpkx \I,,,n Ih· p"o;'i ,,,,, ,"'" ror ~ mL"'!>'" of 
",,,"",.., F,m , ,:"" hllilJing b., fa, g,m,-", gU)\n<t;h- ,,,mplox:\)' Ihu \Lo Vl"vi,'u:; ""~'''I' I<, T:,:, 
C1m be =n ,n tl:e two :np''' pl:or,,gral' l,' of t l" h,,:ld'ug, 'h,~' " ;u Figel'" 2(;. Tlce lr."i!Jin~ b, " 
t..)' ... ·r.i"w, [~'o ,-hun",)" ~nJ ~ j;"'" '" (h,<'''''~i;'o ~"()[w·tr", ~, ~h '01' uf the f~~dc, 
A ,,"ooud rompl'c~tion ... 'th th', rroon.'ltr,H .. ion, i, t:,~, ,:"" 1.-.'0 p:"""graph hv< &lo",'n' "I "",,,M;,' 
",j,em",; tte fi", i., in colour, ""d tbe ."oond 'n I!."'y"''''' To add :0 rid, ,I" .,.,0,,00 :mAf§' " 
oJ>0 sul~\aulioJIY old.". t:uu th<o lir" a.nd 0'- '''rY po0r qll"")", A" a "",ult. :, ,",',,"' only ,,,"ehl ,n 
re",u>lrLK,tiu,<: tI,e goome,,}", and not for ten'.lC'ng purl'''''''''-'. 
~ oMI ""mpl:,'AL i"n wi:1 ",is ."'''''1'1., i, th"~ ixlth ph0:o~r~pb Me ta~en IrUIn a YerY <In"!'" 
;'"nt.,,1!" I>J;uL ,-,~I 1"1,, oU"" "lx,or v:.w 01;1", !'rOUl ,,;,,11. Th is exacerw:e<i b}" I~,~e p0rt;"n, of 
tI" I", i ,J i n~ U<o'n~ ,,1000u"-".l :n i.r.Mj, i",~~c~ 0,,' ext"moJ ,<:00""""', induding u,j,e, I",'ld'ng" ~ bmp 
IK'" ,,!XI ~ p;IIM I" •. 
Fig,"'c ~n 11,,· ' 1'1" 1'1"I.r.,g'~pl ", of ,,,0 lhO ,i ,j, lJi,,,,,-,,I''' "owl in it; r"'''U''reLCllOU, I\ul" :."" 
j'"'' n"W'n~ .,n~le wi::, ""poc: to ::.,., t'ruI~ w~I~, ~nd tl:e ob,:r',ction., ovidCllco:l ;n b.-,::, of tbe 
pj,otO!\r~ph,. 
T:," ~"'''''etry ot' t:.,., lJio;cope "'''-'' ,econ.",."ctoo >U<=~'~lll,· 1':". fiokl., 0: "","' of '1" ,-",,,,,,'"," 











CIL4PTER 6, RESFLTS .~SD DISC1fS.>'WS 
C"",id"r dl« I~udol iI, FipJre 27, 'II", builcht ~-., I~odolled u'>:I'~ t .. 'U rule.oid, ox the b= otructum 
(_ince 1."'0 ~i[Te'en' h,,;ghl~ W""e "-.I"d~ ~ I"i,." ror th" r00; ,,; 'he ><'001><.1 cuooid. t,,-o ,uwid, f", 
,he t\\'0 ,him""y'. thro< "1,,), wi"rl"w" pr. ,,,;\ i,"", f,,, Ihe '-'"Y~' , ,Jvw, ,ud twe; turd.., primiLve; 
,or the ,h,,,ali,', orchil""""" 0" ,he "''''' ,-,1' ,he f",,~cJ<. Thi' "',ult"l i", \0,,1 of3; I'm,> moO",I_1 
pam,"ot= . iml"di"g 100"" rl",crii)'''g Ihe Iw<) ("."'"'''' 
Fi,o;u,e 2" ill""ro"", the ,ccDns""c1"l ~I pm}x,~rl 0,,1.<,> the ",igi,,,lph<)"',g"ph, In g"''''' ''.l 
the p,oject.d Icue; conformed "NY doocly to the u"" OYl<"''''' ,',n, a, ",011 ""' ,h<' "i,ii)le g" " "",.,y 
The ""Y win~o', .. anj docoro::"" gOOlOldry dd 1>.')>"'0"" . intl'",I""" ~ "n~1l ~,"o",,\ "f ~,lrl:1 i,,,,,i om>!' 
in;o th. ,y"om, ~nd :hi< i< d:,ew .. ",l fully in &ctiun (; .2.1 
~, with tbe V'''' 'iou, ex~I1lple, one pcublem ""penen" " ... ilh lhi, r""'''''truction ..... cn dcto,,,,:nil\R 
~-h ... " til« huild:"g jO i,,,,,1 ,he 170Ul.>J ~g,in, th" ground "' .. ,loped. but ;hi, ;·;r~e. :1 ~"'" lXl»ible 
to "* ,. "'", of", "",., v:, ibl":n ''''' h pl>ltog"pl,,;o de,« mi"" "h.,,-e ;he fr"'t ,,-ail :"to",ec;,"", the 
g,c<,,,,J pl","_ T, ,Iwuld he nMed, ,1M roulll!.:;un, I",il, to en;ure tim; " uuil"ing' ;" ley,,1 are ml 
c'''''''''''o<l t,..- r ..... "n"mc'\;un. wt ul>l:,- tI", ""tu:rl bu:Jdill!; i,,.,li, FOllowing' ;.hi> roa""nin~, in thi> 











CHAPTER 6 RESL'LT.'I AND DISCFS.'IIOS 
I' ig''''(' ~~, TI", ~~'o 1'1"-,, 'W', pI" of ~ I ", !Jri\;;b Um'ope, 'Kl'" ",ilh the recon,or",~ed I~C><le] projected 
01110 ,hem. T ile ~Y""n ]ill'" are the ed~c", of 0110 ,~odol. :>;0,0 ho .... tbey "onfocm do"cly to ;.ho nr';i";:.1 
,,,,,,ked nu, Ii"", ::,1.;11 r~r~ i "lIy ,';- ihk in ,~.J} 
TIl(' texturin; Pf"'-"", the ,-",,,],, 0: whicb are illu,orat.ed in F:gnro 2D, inm]voo ,)'mho,i';J:; brl{C 
pc'" :0'''' of WX"'1'e, Sin,,, mc,,' of tbe roof and ,id< "'a:J ""e ,.,,,iroiy Ob,c\lYM. an<] ,mall"" '",",'0'" 
nf ~be r 'o"~ w,L] ~,~ "1,.-, I,Men, ex:en'ive texture ,yntbc",i, "'a, rOQu:red, 
Th(· "k ~'all ~."", '''''XI.",,,,J ho' ,,, i' g ,,,,,Itipl( "wl.; tiM,t "'ere ",ken from the y;,ib]e P<\rt;ou. , Bv 
dni"g l.h. " c,,"v 'rKo'''~ 'nld j~ ' ;n~' ""''- "re .. ". "dJic'voo. To oomp"'te thi, tex'ure, a ",iud""" 
",hich h;:,d I"",,, "x,-,ac'cd rn,,,, ,he.- "i<hk l"-"' i,,,, u'- ,he ,ide "'"11, Woo in>ertlxl", "'!\U~'1' interv~1> 
Ih' """o"d, ilidd"" ,id,., ~'''I "".<1 Il,e .'~'''( 'CX~lL'" "-' ll", lim, ~lL~ "'i~b ,;om" I~iI'<X I"'-<iiii('a:icm 
to ;'\'0 tl>< appc~,a""" or u" iquc , ,,,, 
hOWl" ",-" '" £00<1,--, tbe ,ide ",all, Jar~ely due to 'ho ;-ery low quality of,ho ',Ol~plo, ' 1110 " i<hlo 
])0,-<i"" or ,(X'; i, ",-,,'n from" ~T>"in; angle, and ,h:, results in a ;"r), :",,'_dotail to"'mo. ",:1.h ~ 
l'on("l"-,,,,-li "g i""k of de"il in tile syut!;e,ized 'extme, A, "ith Lho .<ido wall,. rho :''''',ib", b,e 0: 
,I,,' ,,,or "",·d tl,e "me texture "-" tl,e ,,:.ibk face, o;oin wi,h ,,-,mo mil:nr n""li:1cat.'o".'. 
Tbe frOll' "'011 ",-.., 'h" 1U0"'- N<l\)~OX b,e n:tbe m,"l<1 ,., 'o".u,,· '"' i. cn"'~i,,, ~ 101, 0, d"'"il, blOt 
;, "i"" ObS:'UIed l>y a I'UI"ber of external Ioo""e, Fur;hoTl"""'. II", ,'",willg ollglc or ,-b;, ~'"JI i, 










CIL4.PTER 6, Rl;'S~'LTS .. l..ND DlSCUSSWS 7" 
Tne probkm 0; "",~ur" do",i] Ooin,o; ob<curod W.," ",,]yod hy simply "''''';"g "t< '"",,_,d 1"''' '0'-'' of 
,be tex'ure, ~"d t""" u'""~ ~ oombina:ior. of texture 'YT.tfi",i. and foaturo in""rti"r. to "1'"'' the<,< 
"tLO!"_ ~I""ih~lly, \r.e lefl 'Lana ",de 0:- ;1., fro,,! ,.exture ,",'as ob<l'llroc by a hmp [>0>"'- Thi, 1';'" 
,-erno,,",,' , and rev:a,,,, wi,b " Goco,·~ti,,, brict"'o,k c'(Jini"g ;ea'UTe, th~, haG born e,~tr",,,od fwm 
,I" ' i,:hr hnd ",Ie or r"" r~,ad", '1""" 1',11',.1' wx cI",,'urir'~ I"" of ,r.e b\,,, h,"l.!f 0; the t.cxturo wa. 
:J...., (,,'''''''', "'\C' r"" "" ,.;;nt ,,'giun Li."" "oint kxr 'Jre "'J",,,,i, ~"d feature ill>ertio ,,, 
Tfio prohlem or di>to,·,,,1 wine.aw> wo. .,, ]vM hy oX'-"'d;ng" wi",:"",·, ",v;ng i' ro n'. ~,~I "epw1'int 
it ,e"ng .n OX,'''",.! Im'go ,'<'.i1.ing "pp: i( ~~;"" iby ",i"o,;ng "l(' HI ,i(1e- o"ro ,.il< rigl") ')'],e win"ow 
"'''' th0" hHI,,] AA ' .l'H'w ""'""-'. ,me. i"",,,·t,,1 ow , 0;,,,1. 0' Ik "i"""",1 willdow,;, gTe''']}' improyill~ 
,no yi, ",] ~PP",,,'~uoc 0' ''''' fror.' ;oxtu]"('_ 
The t=ture, for one hay Willoo",' wore all in ~ lli~ble l'Oudition, ,-".d or.ly tOo invi,iblo f"", h."><i to 
Ue "':llJ>'ruC~"", To ."'Lic"" thi', ~ ~ ","-<ture ~'"-' ')'Iltooizro, ar.d tr.cu a window e,~tr""tod fre-m 
tne l'e-rresJX>!"'!iL,~ "i,ible :aco of tile bi<y windo".-, wa, ir.,ertoo A ,imila:r ",ate",' w,,"< u'JOd fo], 
"OJJ><ru"ill~ t'Le mi,,",,g f'-W> of t'" rc-c-; anG U'---"" of the bay..-ioo"", 
I";=. ]y, II." rc-' '''in;"g ;'c," (l'ni" 'lley, alld dc,)OC~tiw r'-"-"-piece) uwd ,,;t her origimtl Of 'y-nth",izoo 
,ext.",,"_ n",,,,, '",-~" "''' very ,,,,,,ll. Iwd rc'<I"iroo J10 fe~lure ill"",i",,, 
The o>-c,oll ,",,,It "I ;.hi> '''''''' '''. ''')01.;,," i, ;ll",,~,·'r.('d by ri g,, "e ?J, ,'lld ""'H''''''' tr.e ,,"p'~ity <.>f 










C1HI-'TEIl"_ lmSUI;r,s loW! 1JI,sr:I-'SSION 
6.1.3 A ~rt\a ll rffiid" n r." fmrn a single photograph 
Th" I; ""I ""'1'0, """,,,,,,,, ,,,,l;",,, :, d , ;m~L "'-,0"""'-0_ ""()Il,-;rn"cd fre,m a .:n{e pootog,aph, 
TI", \m'ilui"~ i, ""bi\""',,,~Il)-' ,:m"I< ]'ul """",,-;ruct:,,n rema;n, pNlblemMic '" there" only une 
,,,mple :m.Xo ::,1",,,,,, ;" 1'-;£",,' :\();, Furt]-.--ru",,<', the ~hotogr~~h, ~ltho'J.gh yi<ldcng an exc-elle", 
,';"'w (,r lho from wall 1're""n" "',"y li",::ed in;oriliation ptrt"clunl': '0 tl", "',j,, ... ,,11 :,~ , ,j h.".-e Ihe 
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As a result of this, any inaccuracies caused by lens distortion, poor image quality. or user input error 
will result in some degree of model error. Furthermore, whcre geometry cannot be exactly modelled 
by a set of primitive, the primitives then only represent an approximation of that geometry, and 
additional error may thus be introduced. 
Although the objective function, described in Chapter 3, measures how the model deviates from 
the user's observations in a mean-squares fashion, we usc a slightly different error metric when 
considering how closely the final model matches the observations. Rather than using mean-squared 
or root-mean-squared error, which is difficult to intuitively interpret, we usc the area between the 
marked edge and the projected edge, normalised by the length of the marked edge, as our error 
metric. Effectively, this measure describes the distance (on average), in pixels, between the marked 
line and the projected model edge. 
One example of where error is introduced into the system through a combination of poor image 
quality and geometric approximations is the roof of the small residence discussed in Section 6.l.3. 
In this case, the model edges are, on average, l.14 pixels out, with a standard deviation of l.23 
pixels. However, much of this error can be attributed to a single edge at the top right of the roof of 
the building, which deviates from its observation by 4.32 pixels on average. This problem appears 
to stem from severe sagging of the roof (which causes it to be misaligned with the model) and a 
degree of radial distortion in the image. Discounting this edge. the model edges are, on avcrage, 
0.86 pixels out, with a standard deviation of 0.53 pixels. 
In the case ofthe British Bioscope (depicted in Figurc 28), the model generally conforms very closely 
to the user observations. The edges are, on average, only 0.71 pixels out, with a standard deviation 
of 0.46 pixels. Although this reconstruction has a low degree of error. there are still problems with 
the bay window and decorative geometry above the fac:ade. For these edges, the average error rises 
to 0.96, with a standard deviation of 0.43. In this case, the additional error is clearly a result of the 
complex, curved geometry in the scene, as the model only approximates the actual structure. 
Considering these problems, the three reconstructions presented above have an acceptable level of 
error. The quality of photographs is generally very poor. and it is often difficult to see exactly where 
the edgE'S of the building are, which makes defining observations a difficult task. In addition to this, 
there is always some degree of lens distortion in the image. and as a result edges that arc straight 
are often very slightly curved in the photograph, which further complicates the task of marking out 
observations. 
In order to illustrate that in the ideal case (where there is no lens distortion, the camera focal length 
is known. and the edges arc very clearly visible) the reconstruction framework will compute the 
parameters correctly, consider the synthetic case shown in Figure 33. This model was reconstructcd 
from the two synthetic images shown, and all parameters arc correct to within 1% of their original 
value. In this "ideal" case, the projected model edges conform. on average, to within 0.11 pixels of 
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windows, for example). Usually, such walls are modelled as flat surfaces, and the textures 
create the necessary effect, however, when a photo offers a very poor view of a wall, this docs 
complicate the texturing process . 
• Uneven ground. A very common issue in using this system, is that of uneven ground. Many 
buildings do not lie on a flat surface, and at times determining where the foundation ends, 
and thf' building begins, can bf' a difficult task. Gf'nf'rally, as illustrated by the real world 
examples above, it is possible to find features that allow OIle to solve this problem . 
• Low quality input images. Where the input images are of a low quality, it becomes more 
difficult to achieve accurate reconstructions. This is because the quality of the reconstruction 
depends almost entirely on the quality of the observations. 
6.2.2 Image-based Texturing 
Overview 
Determining the success of the texturing approach presented in this thesis is difficult, as what 
constitutes a "good" or "realistic" texture is highly subjective. Furthermore, it is also impossible 
to compare the textured model directly to the original photographs, as so much of each texture is 
regenerated, and large portions of the buildings arc obscured from view in the photographs. This 
implicitly undermines the validity of any quantitative analysis. 
However, a number of observations can be made about the components of this texturing approach. 
The synthesis procedure is effective; damaged textures were repaired, and new ones created, yielding 
results that appeared closely matched to the original sample textures. This was most successful for 
structured textures, such as the roof tiles in Figure 25. but also yielded satisfactory results for paint 
textures as exhibited in Figure 29. In general, this technique worked best if the new texture was 
seeded at a number of different points, and with a larger sample texture to work from. 
The extraction and insertion of features were also largely successfuL and allowed the user to modify 
the synthesized textures and ensure that they conformed closely to how the original surface of the 
building would have looked. Figures 25 and 29 illustrate clearly how inserted features, such as 
windows, add greatly to the quality of the final texture. In Figure 29. the window features are 
extracted, modified, and then reinserted to solve the indentation problem. 
In order to best illustrate the success of our texturing scheme, consider Figure 34. The two images 
in Figures 34(a) and 34(b) are renderings of the British Bioscope using only the textures that were 
extracted from the input images. In Figure 34(a). none of the damaged texture material has been 
removed, while in Figure 34(b), all damaged material has been erased. Both of these renderings arc 
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acceptable results, as the low quality of such textures is propagated through the synthesis 
procedure. 
6.2.3 Final Analysis 
In general, for the problem at hand, both aspects of the architecture reconstruction strategy pre-
sented here have been successfully applied. Using the geometry reconstruction framework, a user is 
able to reconstruct, with an acceptable degree of accuracy, models of buildings, from as few as one 
photograph. Following on from this, by using our texturing strategy presented above, perceptually 
realistic textures, based on the input images can be constructed and applied to the reconstructed 
model. 
One consideration, clearly evident in both aspects of the reconstruction strategy, is that the quality of 
the results is highly dependant on the quality of the input material. \Vhere the original photographs 











Conclusion and Future Work 
Having presented results in the previous chapter, it is now possible to draw a conclusion to this 
thesis, and discuss any future research opportunities that it may have created. 
7.1 Summary of Work 
In this thesis we set ont to achieve two major goals. The first was to develop a geometry recon-
struction framework, capable of reconstructing three-dimensional models of instances of District Six 
architecture from sets of photographs. The second was to design and implement a texturing scheme 
that would use the original photographs to texture the reconstructed model. 
Ideally, the geometry reconstruction framework should be able to reconstruct buildings using small 
sets of uncalibrated images from the District Six :\1useum photographic archive, where in the worst 
case scenario, such a set contains only a single image. Although the reconstruction framework need 
not handle the camera calibration issue directly, methods to overcome this problem are required. As 
output. the reconstruction framework should produce a polygonal model of the building in question, 
which could subsequently be textured using the photo-based texturing scheme. 
The texturing scheme should be capable of texturing a reconstructed model by using the original 
photographs as the source for texture material whenever possible, and otherwise synthesizing new 
texture material, based on small sample textures from the original photographs. User-interactive 
techniques, to facilitate the selection of the source material used in textures, as well as the texture 
synthesis, should be investigated. 
To achieve the first goal. a reconstruction framework based on work by Debevec [1996] was im-
plemented. This framework is able to reconstruct, with a high degree of accuracy, instances of 
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certain more complex architectural structures, such as decorative geometry and curved surfaces, the 
framework is generally able to successfully reconstruct the geometry of the given buildings. The 
framework outputs models of reconstructed buildings to a file that is subsequently imported by the 
texturing utility. 
\Vhen considering the problem of calibration, it was found that the focal length of a camera can be 
estimated, with a reasonable degree of accuracy, by simply identifying a cuboid in the image and 
attempting to reconstruct it. When the focal length of the camera is correct, the cuboid can be 
reconstructed with very little overall error. 
The problem of texturing the model is solved by extracting, for each polygon of the model, all relevant 
texture information from the input photographs, and then relying on user input to determine what 
texture information to use for each polygon. The texturing utility allows the user to either apply 
the extracted texture information directly, or generate new textures through a texture synthesis 
algorithm described by Efros and Leung [1999]. ;'\ewly synthesized textures can be completed by 
inserting features previously extracted from the original photographic material. 
This texturing approach is generally successful, and produces convincing, realistic textures. How-
ever. the quality of the output from this scheme is largely dependant on the quality of the input 
photographs. and when only poor textural information is available, this is reflected in the final 
results. 
To illustrate the use and success of the utilities that had been developed, three real-world samples 
of District Six architecture were reconstructed from small sets of photographs, and one synthetic 
case was reconstructed using computer rendered images. The real-world cases comprised one large 
District Six residence, with a set of two greyscale photographs, the British Bioscope, with a set of 
one colour and one greyscale photographs, and one small residence. with only a single, greyscale 
photograph. 
The three real-world tests showcase the capabilities of the reconstruction technique presented in 
this thesis, but also illustrate some of the difficulties associated with reconstructing buildings from 
photographs of poor quality. These examples show that the geometry reconstruction framework is 
able to produce good results even when only one input photograph is used, and that the texturing 
scheme is able to handle a wide variety of situations while still producing acceptable results. The 
synthetic case was then used to verify the correctness of the geometry reconstruction framework, by 
showing that, if provided with "perfect" input. it produces "perfect" results. 
Finally, a critical analysis of both aspects of the reconstruction technique was presented, focusing on 
where the techniques were successful as well as which sorts of scenarios presented problems. Although 
generally very good, the geometry reconstruction framework has difficulties handling some complex 
geometry, and the quality of results decreases with the quality of the input photographs. It was 
further established that the texturing scheme, although able to handle most situations effectively, 
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7.2 Future Work 
Although our architecture reconstruction technique is able to successfully handle a wide array of 
situations. there are a number of areas in which it fails, as well as many ways in which it could 
be improved. All of the future work opportunities that have become apparent fall into either the 
geometry reconstruction or texturing categories. 
7.2.1 Geometry Reconstruction 
Aside from the problems associated with poor image quality, the difficulties encountered when using 
the geometry reconstruction framework presented in this thesis, generally involve complexity in the 
architectural geometry. Primarily, these are: 
• Highly detailed geometry. 
• Curves and surfaces of revolution. 
• Surfaces with recessed features. 
Clearly, modifying the geometry reconstruction framework to handle these situations is the most 
obvious step forward. Although handling detailed geometry, given the generally poor quality of 
the input data. is an exceptionally difficult problem, managing curved surfaces and surfaces with 
recessed features is certainly possible. Indeed, Debevec et al. [1996] asserts that curved surfaces can 
be parametrised in a similar fashion to the geometric primitives used in this system, and this should 
certainly be implemented at a later stage. 
A further opportunity for potential future work is the user interface to the geometry reconstruction 
framework. Currently, the reconstruction of a reasonably complex scene can take a number of hours 
to perform. While automation of the reconstruction would be problematic (due to the quality and 
variety of input data), it would be worth investigating methods of speeding up the modelling process 
through an efficient user interface. 
In this work, we determine only the focal length for each image used. Investigating and implementing 
more comprehensive camera calibration techniques is one final avenue for future work. 
7.2.2 Photo-based Texturing 
As with the geometry reconstruction framework. one of the major problems associated with the 
texturing scheme presented in this thesis is the poor quality of input data. Aside from this, however, 
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Clearly, one path worth exploring further is improving the efficiency of the texture synthesis proce-
dure used in the texturing scheme. This could be approached either by optimizing the performance 
of the current synthesis approach, or through the implementation and use of other, faster synthesis 
procedures, such as that described by Wei and Levoy [2000]. 
A final improvement to texturing would be the better use of available textures. Currently, where two 
photographs have different chromatic schemes, unless both are converted to greyscale, only one of 
the photographs will be used for extracting textural information. Techniques, such as that described 
by 'Welsh et al. [2002] are able to convert greyscale images to colour. and investigating the use of 
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